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Dear readers,
__________ I am delighted to inform
you that once again you can ﬁnd attached
to our magazine a CD from our Composer
Portraits series. This time, it contains
a single, monumental piece by Petr Kofroň,
one of the most intriguing contemporary
Czech composers. The Czech Music
Quarterly historical section includes
the second batch of texts from the serial
dedicated to the music in the Rudolﬁne
era, launched in the previous issue. I would
also like to draw your attention to Milada
Jonášová’s article, giving an account
of the Vienna publication of a collection
of studies by the distinguished
Czech musicologist Tomislav Volek.
As in the previous issues, the magazine
oﬀers a summary of premieres and
signiﬁcant performances of (mainly
contemporary) Czech music in the Czech
Republic and abroad. If you should happen
to know of any upcoming concerts or
productions you think are worthy of our
attention, feel free to send your tips to
the email address stated at the beginning
of Barbora Vacková’s text.
Wishing you all the best in 2016
Petr Bakla
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czech music | interview

by Věroslav Němec

IGOR ARDAŠEV
ON RUDOLF FIRKUŠNÝ, DENDROCHRONOLOGY
AND COUNTRYSIDE WALKS

The Brno-based pianist Igor Ardašev ﬁrst drew attention back
in 1979, when at the age of 12 he dazzled at the Concertino
Praga radio competition. A year later, he excelled at the Smetana
Piano Competition in Hradec Králové. In the 1980s and 1990s,
Igor Ardašev celebrated a succession of triumphs at major international competitions (the Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow,
the Prague Spring Competition, the Queen Elisabeth Competition
in Brussels, the Marguerite Long-Jacques Thibaud Competition
in Paris, the Maria Callas Grand Prix in Athens) and soon joined
the ranks of the most exciting Czech pianists of his generation.
Igor Ardašev has given numerous concerts on the most prominent stages
in the Czech Republic and abroad, and recorded two dozen or so albums. Three
years ago, he decided to extend his activities to include teaching and duly took
up a post at the Janáček Academy of Music and Performing Arts in Brno. On
Thursday, 5 November 2015, Igor Ardašev appeared at the Rudolﬁnum at the third
edition of the prestigious Rudolf Firkušný Piano Festival. In his case, participation
in an event bearing the name of the legendary Czech pianist was more than justiﬁed:
Ardašev is probably the one and only Czech pianist to have played four hands with
Rudolf Firkušný and, what is more, to have made a recording with him.
How did you actually come to play with Rudolf Firkušný?
Around the beginning of 1993, I was contacted by the people from Supraphon,
who told me that they were preparing an album featuring unknown pieces by Leoš
Janáček. They asked me whether I would be interested in recording his Jealousy
for piano four hands with none other than the great Rudolf Firkušný. I was truly
enthused, even more so because in a way Jealousy is a rarity among Janáček’s
works – it is probably the ﬁrst preserved version of the overture to the opera Jenufa.
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Moreover, Firkušný, who at the time was more than 80 years of age, was considered
the last living pupil of Janáček’s, which I thought was really amazing.
How did the recording sessions go?
Smoothly, with absolute ease. We recorded the album at the Domovina studio
in Prague sometime in the autumn of 1993. It goes without saying that Rudolf
Firkušný was a model professional. Jealousy itself is not overly challenging
in technical terms, everything went smoothly, without any complications. Mr.
Firkušný was immensely noble, his professionalism was combined with wonderful
human qualities. After the recording was ﬁnished, we had a chance to chat for
a while. We talked about solo and chamber performances, about playing with
an orchestra, and Mr. Firkušný said that he found solo playing the most diﬃcult
of the three “disciplines”. After the recording sessions were over, I returned home to
Brno, while Mr. Firkušný remained in Prague, where he had some things to settle
and he sadly told me that if he could he would visit Brno once again.
Did you ever meet again?
No, unfortunately not. Soon after the album was recorded, Mr. Firkušný died.
I think that it was his last visit to the Czech Republic.
Did this experience of playing with Firkušný anyhow inspire your decision to perform
piano four hands with your wife?
No, not in the slightest. My wife and I’s piano duo came into being to commission.
It was actually another idea of Supraphon’s, which in 1994, a year after I had
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recorded Jealousy, asked Renata and me whether we wanted to make a joint
recording of Dvořák’s Slavonic Dances. The CD was released in 1995, and since
it was a success, we would later on record for Supraphon another two of Dvořák’s
cycles for piano four hands – the Legends and From the Bohemian Forest – and, ﬁnally,
Smetana’s My Country, arranged for piano four hands by the composer himself. Yet
whereas Dvořák’s four-hands pieces are quite a regular part of the concert repertoire,
Smetana’s My Country was a great surprise for us. In technical terms, it is far more
complex than Dvořák’s works, with the pianists’ hands often overlapping, and they
have to agree in advance about who will play this or that part in the middle registers.
Most signiﬁcantly, in the arrangement for piano four hands many a time other
parts and other structures come forth than in the orchestral version, which is very
interesting, as in musical terms it sheds a diﬀerent light on many passages.
Let us now go further back into the past. You have participated in numerous major piano
competitions. Which of them do you consider the most important?
I think it was the 1986 Tchaikovsky competition in Moscow. At the time, I was 19
years of age. Afterwards, I participated in other prestigious piano contests, but, to
tell the truth, I have never been overly keen on competing. I took it as a necessity,
a part of my work. When I am on the stage, I need to bear in mind that I play for
people who have come to listen to nice music.
How did you actually get to playing the piano?
I hail from a family of musicians. My father taught the piano, my mum gave cello
and guitar lessons at art schools in Brno. So I was surrounded by music from an
early age and hence deemed performing music something entirely natural. First
I attended my father’s piano classes at the Public Art School in Černovice, Brno.
Then, when I was 10, I enrolled at the Music and Dance School within the Brno
Conservatory, where I studied with Prof. Inessa Janíčková, with whom I continued
to hone my skills at the Janáček Academy of Music and Performing Arts.
So your career as a pianist was virtually lined up from the very beginning. Have you ever
had the feeling that you would rather be doing something else?
That is what perhaps everyone has experienced in some form or other. At one point,
I even said to myself that I could easily have a long break from performing. Yet
when the situation really occurred and I happened to give no concerts for a month
and a half, I felt some sort of emptiness inside. I even had a feeling of – I do
not want to say outright perdition, but total uselessness. And that returned me to
the piano.
What other profession would you choose, if you could or had to?
My uncle, Josef Kyncl, is a natural scientist, a specialist in dendrochronology,
which is a very interesting discipline, a method of dating based on the analysis
of the patterns of tree rings. Whenever we see each other, he speaks about his
work with great passion, and I ﬁnd it immensely intriguing. If music did not exist
– an absurd assumption indeed – I would most likely devote to something that
is directly related to dendrochronology or the natural sciences in general. I was
fond of the natural sciences back at the time when I was at the primary school.
The curriculum of the ﬁrst two years at the Music and Dance School included
general subjects, as they were taught at primary schools, yet their scope was very
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limited at the Conservatory, and I quite missed them. I have always felt it necessary
to learn something objective as the counterpoise to artistic disciplines. This is
perhaps innate, as well as resulting from my family background.
Do you have other scientists in your family?
My grandma’s nephew was the academic Otto Wichterle, the inventor of soft
contact lenses – he was even nominated for a Nobel Prize. The members
of the extended Wichterle family inclined to both science and the arts. My
grandmother’s cousin, Hana Wichterlová, was a sculptor. When I was about ﬁve,
my mum and I visited her studio under Petřín hill in Prague’s Lesser Town, and
I will always remember its atmosphere. Mrs. Wichterlová had her statues placed
around the garden and fed birds from her palm. I felt as though I were in another
world.
You grandmother’s surname was Wichterlová, which sounds German in origin, whereas
your name is apparently Russian. Where does your family have its roots?
My grandfather on my father’s side was born in Yekaterinburg, so my surname
really is of Russian origin. My great-grandfather, Urbanovský, had Polish roots.
The Kyncl family – on my mother’s side – came from Austria, and my greatgrandmother on my father’s side hailed from Berlin. So our family is a nice
European hotchpotch.
Did you ever have the opportunity to meet Otto Wichterle?
Yes, but, unfortunately, only once, and for a very short time – in 1994, after I had
given a performance at the Rudolﬁnum hall. I had played Viktor Ullmann’s piano
concerto with the Czech Philharmonic, conducted by Gerd Albrecht. We had
previously given the concert twice in Germany. It is a very lively and brisk piece
of music; later on I even recorded it for Supraphon.
By Czech standards, your discography is amazingly extensive. How many albums have
you actually recorded?
Well, I have never got around to counting them. But I estimate that there must be
more than 20. The bulk of the discs have been released by Supraphon, a few by
Orfeo, Amabile, Audite, KMP and Radioservis. My most recent CD was released
last autumn by Radioservis. My colleague from the Janáček Academy of Music and
Performing Arts, the violinist František Novotný, and I play Aaron Copland’s Duo
for Violin and Piano and Leonard Bernstein’s Sonata for Violin and Piano.
Which repertoire do you feel most at home in?
I deliberately don’t pursue any preferences. I have often had a totally neutral
relationship to something I received as a commission, yet in the course of time
the music revealed itself to me and my view of it changed. A few days ago, for
instance, I ﬁnished recording of 20 sonatas by Domenico Scarlatti at the Czech
Radio. As a matter of fact, it was to commission as well. I was asked by the radio
dramaturge, Iva Stanglová, whether I wanted to participate in the radio project
entailing the recording of all 555 of Scarlatti’s piano sonatas. Even though a number
of them have been recorded by other Czech pianists, I could still choose from
a relatively great quantity of yet to be recorded pieces. I confess that I had never
played any Scarlatti work previously.
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That is hard to believe with a pianist of you calibre.
Seriously, I really hadn’t had any experience with Scarlatti’s music. I had performed
plenty of Bach, yet no Scarlatti. I have always liked his music, but had never got
around to performing it. But during the two months I had for preparation prior
to going to the radio studio, I literally fell in love with Scarlatti’s sonatas. Each
of them represents a fascinating micro-world, pregnant in terms of expression. To
put it simply, Scarlatti’s music soothes my soul. It contains something that I would
term “healthy joyfulness”. So I will actually miss it now. And, you may ﬁnd this
hard to believe, for a long time I had had a similar distance from Janáček. While
I was studying at the conservatory, I didn’t feel any attraction to Janáček’s music.
Yet, by and by, my approach began to change and I have ultimately become totally
enthralled by it. And when it comes to Janáček’s compositions featuring the piano,
my favourite is perhaps the Capriccio for Piano Left Hand and Wind Ensemble.
Your CVs mention that you studied under the guidance of such legendary pianists
as Rudolf Serkin and Paul Badura-Skoda.
I had the precious opportunity to meet Mr. Serkin at the Marlboro Music Festival
in Vermont, two years in a row, in 1989 and 1990. At the festival, you could explore
on the spot a rather extensive chamber repertoire within a line-up of several young
musicians and an older, experienced one. It was a wonderful community, we
could discuss the repertoire we were studying, including over breakfast and dinner,
sharing our impressions. At the time, Mr. Serkin was almost 90 years of age, and
he was absolutely fabulous. We always had great fun in his company. And his
sheer artistry truly fascinated me. When he sat down by the piano, the instrument
immediately acquired thousands more colours, lit up, as though being from another
universe. And on top of everything, the food at the master classes in Vermont was
amazing! The cooks were Native Americans and they prepared all types of cornbased specialities: sweet, savoury, corn cakes – I have never eaten anything better
since.
And what about your studies with Paul Badura-Skoda?
Years ago, he had a performance in Brno. After the concert, we were invited
for a get-together with his Brno friends. There was a piano in the house, and
I improvised on it. We simply had a really great time by the piano. And Mr.
Badura-Skoda proposed that if I were interested I could travel to see him in Vienna
for consultations. Naturally, I jumped at the chance. I admire him immensely.
His recordings of Mozart’s piano sonatas in particular are absolutely fantastic.
I cherish them at home as true gems. Moreover, Mr. Badura-Skoda possesses an
extraordinary personal charm...
Let us now focus on your teaching at the Janáček Academy of Music and Performing Arts.
Has this work inﬂuenced you as a performer?
Until 2012, I was a freelance concert artist and was not allured by taking up a steady
teaching job. Nevertheless, I am from a family of teachers and when I was oﬀered
a post at the Janáček Academy of Music and Performing Arts, I gladly accepted.
When working with students, you have to explain numerous things that remain at
the subconscious level during actual playing. This serves as feedback and enhances
the analytical aspect that is close to me. Otherwise, when I teach I learn to take
into account diﬀerent interpretational conceptions, understand working processes
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diﬀerent to my own, suggest solutions tailored to the individual students. I gauge
when it is appropriate to inﬂuence a student by my own performance conception or
method of work and when it is not. For instance – I am accustomed to working a lot
without the piano. I spend most of the time building up my sonic conception, and
only once I know precisely what I want do I plunge into work on the instrument.
And it has often happened that I have only played a composition as a whole just
a few days prior to giving a concert. Yet I fully respect that this method of work may
not suite everyone.
Do you adhere to any universal pedagogic methods, which you can apply to all your
students?
I have been gradually creating them, drawing upon my own performance practice.
I strive to stick to the notation as much as possible, reveal and conjecture all
that which it encompasses. Sometimes a musical and logical analysis discloses
a typographic error, which is not evident at ﬁrst listen. At my lessons, we compare
various editions, determine which of the editor’s notes may be useful and which it is
better to ignore. I tell my student not to tackle mechanically even purely technical
problems. To try, for instance, to play the scales with musical absorption, inner
dynamics, with diﬀerent articulation in each hand.
So, when exploring a new piece you will spend more time away from than at the piano?
Yes. At home, I quip that I’m going for a walk to get some exercise. I like, and
do a lot of, walking, occasionally with a score or a Walkman. Since my time at
school, I have experimented with all kinds of manners of studying, and building up
a sonic conception without the piano agrees with me. There are a lot of beautiful
places in and around Brno; I have walked throughout the countryside around
the city. I am not choosy, I only avoid roads, which have become increasingly busy
year by year. I walk on my own, as I am quite a loner, and I deem it a natural part
of the work process.
Where would we be most likely to encounter you?
My operating range is very wide, and the probability of running across me is small,
since there are walking routes galore around Brno. Last summer, I hiked through
the whole Drahanská vrchovina upland.
How many kilometres a day do you walk?
No more than 20. I am not an athlete, rather a “pleasure” hiker. When I get to
a nice place, I sit down on a bench or in the grass in a meadow and just soak up
that which I see around me. And I take photos. But only as an amateur, for myself,
to have a document of the beauty I have seen. And I also like travelling by train.
I hardly ever drive a car. On a train, I can open a score and let my thoughts wander.
I consider the degree of personal freedom when travelling, and not only when
travelling, to be very important.

Reprinted with the kind permission of Harmonie magazine.
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by Milada Jonášová

TOMISLAV VOLEK’S WRITINGS
PUBLISHED IN VIENNA

To our great joy, we have noted
an extraordinary, yet all the more
appreciated, project on the international
scholarly book market:
the Don Juan Archiv in Vienna’s
publication of a volume of translations
of essays by the Czech musicologist
Tomislav Volek (born in 1931).
For Mozart researchers – whichever country they
may come from – this accomplishment has an easyto-decipher logic: since 1959, when the MozartJahrbuch in Salzburg issued Volek’s revelatory study
on the genesis of the opera La clemenza di Tito, his
name has been familiar to every one of them, since
– as the American music historian H. C. Robbins
Landon (1926–2009) wrote in his book Mozart’s Last
Year 1791: “The Czech scholar Tomislav Volek has
revolutionized our knowledge of this curious chapter
in Mozart’s life with his discovery of the relevant
Prague documents concerning La clemenza di Tito.” On
the basis of bibliographic references, foreign scholars
are aware of the existence of Volek’s other works,
yet as they have only been published in Czech, and
thus their contents have not been comprehensible
to foreign researchers, they have repeatedly raised
questions of whether these essays could also be
somehow made accessible to those interested abroad.
This wish was not satisﬁed in the Czech Republic,
until one day the matter was undertaken by Dr. Hans
Ernst Weidinger, the energetic founder of the Don
Juan Archiv in Vienna, who dedicated his thesis
to the Don Juan subject. In June 2009, he visited
Prague to participate in an international conference

Tomislav Volek (1985)
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on the topic Mozart in Prague, held by the Mozart
Society of America and the Society for EighteenthCentury Music. The speakers at the colloquium
included two scholars from the Czech Republic,
Tomislav Volek and Milada Jonášová, with whom
Dr. Weidinger conducted an extensive discussion.
During their conversation, Volek pointed out the sad
fact that both the Czech and the international
scholarly community had failed to appreciate
the signiﬁcance of the great pioneering study by
the musicologist Vladimír Helfert (1886–1945) Opera
o Donu Juanu v Brně r. 1734 [The Opera on Don Juan
in Brno in 1734], and argued that the Don Juan
Archiv in Vienna was the very institution that could,
and would certainly manage to, redress this deﬁciency.
Thus the seed was sown. And it began sprouting
in November 2010, when Tomislav Volek and
Milada Jonášová were invited to Vienna to the Don
Juan Days, organised by the Don Juan Archiv, with
the forum’s central subject being “Viva la libertà” –
The Dissoluto punito’s Genesis and First Stagings (1787–1788).
The paper Volek presented was titled “Problems with
some unobserved and misinterpreted facts”.
Even though the proverbial seed was slowly budding
at the time, the actual idea of publishing the book,
which is now coming to fruition, only occurred
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in the country which was the birthplace of the genre
that has been at the centre of attention of both
Volek and Weidinger – Italian opera. The idea
arose in November 2010, during a meeting between
Jonášová and Weidinger in Florence. The intention
at the time was to publish in German a collection
of Volek’s essays on Mozart and Italian opera, ideally
to mark his 80th birthday. Volek had a single explicit
wish: that the publication featuring his works would
also include a German translation of the mentioned
study by Helfert, as well as Volek’s discourse on
it, written in 2007, which should represent a sort
of programme introductory block to the entire
volume. Thus, the conception of the planned
publication began maturing into an extraordinary,
yet undoubtedly interesting, form. Placing Helfert’s
brilliant, yet hitherto unknown to the world, Don
Juan study in the forefront of the book is deemed by
Volek as a proclamation manifesting his great scholarly
and civil model, a personality whom he has admired
since his student years, when both in his country
and the research discipline at large the totalitarian
regime asserted the ideologically deformed conception
of Zdeněk Nejedlý, which in many respects totally
contradicted Helfert’s conception.
The period of the toilsome origination of a highquality German-language version of Helfert’s
study The Opera on Don Juan in Brno in 1734 ensued.
The study had come into being during World War
I and was originally published in two volumes
in the Brno regional Moravian Museum Magazine
(1917–1918 and 1919–1920). Taking place in parallel
was the selection of Volek’s studies (“Which of them
to choose? Which of them may be of interest
to foreign scholars and which not?”), and their
beﬁtting arrangement into thematic blocks. Given
the sheer thematic and genre variety of Volek’s
texts, encompassing heuristic studies with numerous
quotations of archival sources, conference papers,
articles marking great anniversaries, programme
conceptual reﬂections, it was by no means an
easy task. And since Volek insisted on his right
to authorise each of the translations, particularly
as regards terminology, the preparation of the book
dragged on and on.
This rather negative fact, however, did make
it possible for the author of the present text to
further modify – in permanent contact with the coeditor in Vienna – the volume’s conception and
extend the original intention to publish a range

Tomislav Volek: Mozart, die italienische Oper des 18. Jahrhunderts und das musikalische Leben im Königreich Böhmen.
Mit der Don-Juan-Studie von Vladimír Helfert,
ed. Milada Jonášová and Matthias J. Pernerstorfer,
Vienna: Hollitzer Wissenschaftsverlag 2016, 1149 pages.
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of Mozart studies and studies on 18th-century Italian
opera to include essays dealing with the musical
life in Bohemia in the 18th century, iconographic
studies, Beethoven studies, a Gluck study, etc. And
since these studies were also found to be worthwhile
in Vienna, a total of 51 Volek texts were ultimately
included in the volume. (A limiting factor in the ﬁnal
phase of the preparation was the technical aspect
of the matter: the scope of the texts could not be
higher than the number of the sheets that, given
the selected type of paper, could still be bound into
a single volume, hence the book could not have
many more than 1,100 pages…)
The high number of the studies included
in the publication alone indicates the extraordinary
quantity of the editorial work that had to be
undertaken by one editor in Prague and another
one in Vienna, the director of the Don Juan Archiv,
Matthias J. Pernerstorfer. (Bearing witness to his

The ﬁrst page of the contract between Domenico Guardasoni
and the Bohemian Estates, on a coronation opera for 1791,
discovered by Tomislav Volek, whose respective study was published
in 1959 in the Mozart-Jahrbuch

great experience with Bohemian historical sources
by that time was his previous editing of the extended
version of the originally Czech-language lexicon,
published by the Theatre Institute in Prague, Theater
in Böhmen, Mähren und Schlesien. Von den Anfängen bis zum
Ausgang des 18. Jahrhunderts, Vienna, 2013.) Twentytwo of Volek’s texts for this volume were ﬁrst
translated into German by Ivan Dramlitsch, while
others had previously been published in German,
English (including the article What Did Prague Mean
for Mozart?, printed by this magazine in 2006, the year
of a signiﬁcant Mozart anniversary) and Italian. Two
studies – about Gluck and his Bohemian roots and
activities, and about Smetana research – have been
published in this volume for the very ﬁrst time.
Musicology is so extensive a discipline that no
individual is able to master and practise it in its full
scope, hence he/she has to opt for focusing on merely
some of its aspects, segments, sub-disciplines, etc.,
in dependence on his/her talent and preferences. Yet
if a musicologist happens to be living in a dictatorship,
his/her decision-making is also aﬀected by other
factors, of a totally diﬀerent nature. In his recent
interview for Harmonie magazine (11/2015), Volek
described the issue as follows: “When a decent
person was a scholar working in the humanities
in a totalitarian regime, he/she had to permanently
resolve the degree of still tenable simulation of loyalty
to such a regime. And what activity to choose for
one’s own research that would still be acceptable for
the ruling Communists and concurrently make sense
for scholarship at large. I myself primarily elected
two activities. The ﬁrst of them was research into
archives, focusing on 18th-century materials, because
when the Communists had conﬁscated the aristocrats’
properties, including family archives, they opened
up access to sources relating to the history of their
musical bands. Similar research potentialities were
oﬀered up as regards the archives of the monasteries
and religious orders. Secondly, I somehow wanted to
face up to the ideological wasteland of the Marxist
musicology. The ‘party’ approach to research, pursued
by Antonín Sychra, irritated me and I wanted to
get to know the new musicological work carried out
abroad. Therefore, I began sending requests abroad,
asking for prints for reviews, and some of the authors
for oﬀprints of their studies.”
As in a number of cases Volek’s requests were met,
in addition to book reviews he could also publish
survey abstracts on the new studies penned by
the respective authors. The ﬁrst of the scholars
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he chose to write about was East Germany’s
Heinrich Besseler, followed in 1967 by an essay
(the very ﬁrst) on the work of the Munich-based
professor Thrasybulos Georgiades, and then
articles on the American scholar Alan P. Merriam’s
anthropology of music, the proceedings of Alfred
Einstein’s studies, and a similar volume of studies
by the non-dogmatic Polish Marxist Zoﬁa Lissa.
That was one of the manners in which Volek chose
to develop musicology in the restrictive conditions
of the totalitarian regime. None of these texts,
however, has been included in the Vienna book, as it
was logical to give preference to the part of Volek’s
works primarily based on his own research into
music-history sources.
As an editor, I deemed it my duty to search
out personally the archival sources Volek had
treated decades previously, and to enrich the new
publication of Volek’s studies with photographs
documenting the most signiﬁcant of them, in which
I have succeeded in dozens of cases, yet I also
ascertained that some of the sources have been lost
for good. At the present time, some of the sources
with which Volek worked in the 1950s and whose
wording he published (many a time just in shortened
versions) are no longer deposited in the respective
collections of the National Archives. On the one
hand, this may increase the importance of his essays,
yet on the other, it is diﬃcult to believe what one
reads in the inventory of the collection České gubernium
– Publicum, [Bohemian Regional Governorate –
Publicum] that this or that historically valuable
material has been oﬃcially discarded, which in some
cases must have been done at the time between
Volek’s publication (1959), in which the material
in question was still transcribed, and the making out
of the inventory in 1962…
In the Vienna publication, Volek’s studies are
divided into seven chapters. The ﬁrst is dedicated
to Mozart research, the closest to him, which
encompasses 15 texts, starting with the 1959 study
Über den Ursprung von Mozarts Oper La clemenza di Tito [On
the origin of Mozart’s opera La clemenza di Tito],
in which Volek gave an account of his discovery
of a contract between the Prague opera impresario
Domenico Guardasoni and the Bohemian Estates
theatre committee on the provision of the opera
for the celebrations to mark the coronation
of Leopold II as King of Bohemia. This study
of Volek’s has resulted in the essential redressing
of the interpretation that had been accepted for
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The Nostitz Theatre in the Langweil model of Prague

a very long time, which assumed that the opera was
directly commissioned by the Bohemian Estates from
Mozart in person (in point of fact, Mozart’s name
did not appear in the contract at all) and that it was
written within a mere 18 days. As in the following
years the question of the origination of the opera La
clemenza di Tito had become a subject of a scholarly
discussion, Volek returned to the matter again
in 2006, in his conference paper Nochmals: Über den
Ursprung von Mozarts Oper La clemenza di Tito [Once more:
On the origin of Mozart’s opera La clemenza di Tito].
The second text is an extensive study, titled Die
Bedeutung der Prager Operntradition für das Entstehen
des Don Giovanni und Titus [The signiﬁcance
of the Prague operatic tradition for the coming
into being of Don Giovanni and Tito], in which,
in a wide historical connection, Volek was the ﬁrst
to have explored the actual roots of and reasons
for the famed enthusiastic reception of Mozart’s
opera in Prague in particular. The beginning
of the causal chain of events that Volek examined
rests in the response to the performance of Johann
Joseph Fux’s Costanza e Fortezza in Prague during
the celebrations of the coronation of Charles VI
as King of Bohemia in 1723, when the local society,
enchanted by this form of music theatre, felt
a strong desire to have a permanent opera stage
in Prague. Amid the situation when Charles VI
of the House of Habsburg was King of Bohemia, yet
his permanent residence was in Vienna, the Praguers’
wish was duly met – within his self-promotion – by
Count F. A. Sporck. Owing to him, from 1724 on

Musicians in the procession marking the 1743 coronation of Maria Theresa as Queen of Bohemia;
one of the pictures from Volek’s studies

Prague had available a “teatro impresariale” open to
the public (!). And with regard to the fact that in all
the other Central European metropolises opera was
merely performed at the monarchs’ private court
theatres, which did not allow access to the general
public, over the next few decades Prague would see
the emergence of an opera audience more cultivated
than those in the major cities of other countries
in the region, an audience who were capable
of recognising the singularity of Mozart’s works
already during his lifetime.
In the studies that ensue, the reception of Mozart’s
works in Bohemia is elucidated in a wide scope,
as well as against the background of unique
historical events, such as, for instance, the police
investigation of a suspicious “secret society”
of singers and musicians from the so-called Patriotic
Theatre, who in 1794 prepared the ﬁrst performance
of Die Zauberﬂöte in Czech. One of the studies focuses
on the ﬁrst artistic collaboration between Mozart
and the Prague singer Josefa Dušková in Salzburg,
where in 1777 she came to visit her grandfather and
other relatives, and he – enthralled by her vocal
mastery – composed for her a four-section concert
aria, the most extensive Mozart had written by that
time. Already in this study, Volek raised the question
of “why did Mozart select this particular text for this
aria”, which he later on also asked in connection with
Mozart’s other songs, canons and concert arias in his
study Warum hat Mozart einen solchen Text gewählt? [Why
did Mozart choose such a text?].
For the Mozart anniversary in 1991, in tandem
with Ivan Bittner, Volek prepared the publication

The Mozartiana of Czech and Moravian Archives, in Czech,
German and English, which presented a few new
ﬁndings. Another speciﬁcally Prague topic is
dealt with in a study on performances of Mozart’s
Italian operas by Giovanni Gordigiani, a Prague
Conservatory teacher, and his students between
the 1820s and 1840s in their original versions, at
a time when professional theatres throughout Europe
(including those in Prague) staged these works
in deformed adaptations and without the recitatives.
The book’s second chapter is dedicated to summaries
of the repertoire of Prague opera and singspiel
theatres and includes nine Volek works. The most
extensive of them focuses on the Italian opera
repertoire of the Nostitz Theatre in 1794, 1796–1798
(as well as on the period reviews), while another
article gives a survey of the repertoire of Franz
Spengler’s singspiel company in the 1793/94 season,
with an absolutely unique source being the detailed
box-oﬃce records pertaining to individual
performances, which made it possible for Volek to
reconstruct not only the number of visitors who
attended the shows, but also the audience’s social
structure. The survey study Italská opera a další druhy
hudebního divadla v pražském Divadle v Kotcích [Italian
opera and other music theatre types at the Theatre
in Kotce in Prague] reconstructs the epoch between
the opera at the Sporck and Nostitz Theatres.
The third chapter contains studies on the music
institutions in Bohemia in the 18th century:
the ensembles sustained by aristocratic families
(Thun, Mansfeld, Fürstenberg and Wallenstein),
as well as the problem-facing traditional music
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The playbill for the performance
of Die Zauberﬂöte in 1794 in Prague in Italian

brotherhoods and guilds. The preserved sources
documenting the 1770 census of male inhabitants
of Prague’s Old and New Towns have revealed
to Volek the number of professional musicians
living in these boroughs, while the applications
for permission to give concerts, maintained at
the National Archive, serve to evidence who
delivered music performances in Prague between
1774 and 1805.
The book’s fourth chapter, titled Composers, is made
up of studies on J. D. Zelenka (about whom Volek
organised the ﬁrst Prague conference), essays on
Antonio Vivaldi (Volek launched systematic research
into his contacts with the gentry in Bohemia and
Moravia), J. S. Bach (Volek wrote the survey study
We and Bach, on a major anniversary of the composer’s
birth), on C. W. Gluck (and his connections
with Bohemia, using hitherto unknown sources)
and Ludwig van Beethoven (also using newly
discovered sources, on Prince Lobkowicz’s patronage
and the rehearsals for the premiere of the Eroica
symphony at his palace in Vienna).
The ﬁfth chapter, Speciﬁc Czech Phenomena, includes an
essay on the genesis of Czech pastorals in the 17th
century, a study on the function of the words
in Czech church music in the 18th century, and an
extensive work exploring the sources documenting
musicians’ emigration.
In addition to the book The History of Czech Music
in Pictures, published in 1977 by Supraphon (also
in an English version), and on the basis of which
he was invited to a conference in New York, Volek,
in collaboration with Stanislav Jareš – and again
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the result of a pioneering work – wrote a series
of iconographic studies, a selection of which
is included in the sixth chapter of the Vienna
publication. The study Hudebně ikonograﬁcké dokumenty
z pera Jana Rudolfa Šporka [Music iconographic
documents penned by Johann Rudolph Sporck]
deals with thematically excusive drawings made
by the Prague consecrating bishop. The study
Hudba v pražských průvodech 18. století [Music in 18thcentury Prague processions] presents and describes
the images of groups of musicians within the Prague
Jewish communities’ processions dating from 1716
and 1741, in the priests’ procession in 1714 and
in the procession during the coronation festivities
in 1743.
The ﬁnal chapter encompasses Volek’s “thematic
trips”. The study Bedřich Smetana v evropském kontextu,
aneb: Co Zdeněk Nejedlý neviděl [Bedřich Smetana
in the European context, or: What Zdeněk
Nejedlý failed to see] serves as a prime example
of the scholar’s critical approach to Nejedlý’s
provincial interpretation of Smetana’s oeuvre.
Volek’s discovery and publication of Richard
Wagner’s letter to Prince Richard von Metternich,
in which the erstwhile “revolutionary” expresses
his eminent interest in being appointed to the post
of court Kapellmeister in Vienna, had to be issued
in Prague during the era of “Normalisation”
without his name, while in Vienna it has remained
overlooked up to the present day.
The very ﬁnal text included in the book is Volek’s
paper Několik poznámek k tématu Hudba a Politika
z antropologického pohledu, [A few notes on the topic
of Music and Politics from the anthropological
viewpoint], presented in Darmstadt in 1969,
in which the author pointed out the functional
similarity between the Nazi term “Entartete
Kunst” (Degenerate Art) and the term “formalist
art”, adopted by the Communists, which resulted
in Volek (who refused to recant this comparison)
being expelled from the Academy of Sciences in 1976.
The case was also paid attention to by the German
press; the publication includes a copy of the relevant
article published by the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung.
None of the Czech musicologists of Volek’s generation
was aﬀected so hard in his livelihood – for 13 years – by
the Communist regime. The publishing of a selection
of his studies for the international scholarly
community – and in Vienna to boot – appreciates
Tomislav Volek extremely, also as one of the inﬁnite
number of historical paradoxes that play so great
a role in the context of each and every epoch…

czech music | interview

by Michaela Vostřelová

LINDA KEPRTOVÁ
SQUEEZING AN IDEA UNTIL THE JUICE
RUNS OUT

and I did not discuss the recent fruit harvest,
as the title may seem to indicate, we talked about
her afﬁnity to Czech opera, her love of Janáček
and complicated Smetana, with whose opera
The Kiss we started our conversation.

Your latest production is that of Smetana’s The Kiss,
staged at the National Theatre in Brno. What is your
relationship to Smetana’s operas in general? Do you
consider them attractive to direct?
I ﬁnd Bedřich Smetana’s operas quite a diﬃcult
subject to discuss and describe. All of us agree that
Smetana’s music is wonderful, that it harbours
grace and elegance, that it conceals a huge dramatic
potential. On the other hand, people living
in the 21st century ﬁnd it diﬃcult to understand
some of the operas’ subjects and their treatment,
have diﬃculty putting themselves in 19th-century
shoes. We all love Janáček! Yet Smetana teaches us
to be disciplined.
The Kiss possesses a type of poetics considerably diﬀerent
to that of the operas you have previously directed – did
you hesitate to accept the oﬀer to stage it?
Yes, I did. By no means was it love at ﬁrst sight. My
dalliance with The Kiss was slow-paced, we drew
closer to each other in little steps. But the ﬂirting has
ultimately developed into a serious relationship…

Given your youth, you have substantial experience
with diﬀerent types of operas, ranging from Verdi,
Strauss, through contemporary pieces, Janáček, to
grand historical frescos, such as, for instance, your
recent production of Mussorgsky’s Boris Godunov at
the National Theatre in Prague. Which of them pertain
to your blood group?
Perhaps I’ve been lucky in that so far every subject
I have encountered has enthralled me. Yet when
it comes to the composition and story narrative,
I naturally gravitate towards Janáček, directing
whose works is a great treat for a stage director.
Do you intend to specialise in a narrower circle
of composers, a period, or would you rather like to keep
your mind open in the future?
Everything perhaps relates to the fact that life itself is
not enclosed among walls, so people feel the urge to
create such barriers. If I were to exclaim my wish to
the world, just now I would say I have a great aﬃnity
to Czech operas. Starting with my beloved Janáček,
then Foerster, with whom I fell in love after Eva,
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The young stage director Linda Keprtová

The Kiss has often been looked down on. Do you
perceive it as a mere national opera or a fully-ﬂedged
musical drama?
Oh, yes, to be brutally honest, a few years ago
I myself would sneer at this operatic piece. But
to answer your question – I think that it can
be perceived through both of the lenses. Not
everything in the story is funny, and not always is
there an acute conﬂict in it. I personally see both
of the facets, yet I would rather incline to share
the opinion that, all the troubles and historical
deposits notwithstanding, The Kiss does have rich
potential as a musical drama.

and I am also attracted to Fibich … I have become
somewhat “patriotic” after reaching the age of thirty
(laughs).
What about contemporary opera? Do you feel attracted
to the music by any of the contemporary Czech or
international composers?
Frankly speaking, I am not a passionate explorer
of new compositions, so my bearing in this space
is very poor. Yet I did like the recent production
of Ľubica Čekovská’s opera The Picture of Dorian Gray,
staged at the Slovak National Theatre. I found
it truly veracious, meaningful and beautiful!
Do you savour the prose of Karolina Světlá, whose tale
served Eliška Krásnohorská as the basis for her libretto
to The Kiss? When one reads her books, he/she may view
the opera’s story from a diﬀerent angle, also see in it
a deeply rooted sense of spirituality and the prevalent
prejudice in the region, which give rise to Vendulka’s
anxiety…
The tale is lovely indeed. In no way does the author
judge or lament, she merely lets the reader smell
the ordinary people, their ordinary lives, with their
attendant vexations and joys. I fully understand
Smetana and Krásnohorská having chosen the tale
for their opera; it complies with the notions at
the time of patriotism and national music, it does
not suﬀer from any obsession or brutality, depicting
that which I have mentioned above. In all respects,
Světlá and her text aided me as a bold mediator
in converging with The Kiss.

In what milieu and time is your production set?
In the milieu and time in which it was written.
How did you approach the production?
In my conception, I lean on two basic
platforms I can perceive in The Kiss. The ﬁrst
is the personality of Vendulka, a woman who
did not marry, even though she might very well
have had some suitors, a woman who one day
unexpectedly becomes a mother, a woman who
must cope with the very urgent feeling that her
happiness depends on the death of a fellow
human being. The other level foregrounds
the burden imposed upon the relationship
between the lead characters (and upon human
relationships in general) by the rampant rural
community; the whole village constantly peeps
into your kitchen, you cannot be alone, and
PHOTO: JOSEPH MARČINSKÝ

Linda Keprtová’s staging of the Dialogues des carmélites at the State Theatre in Košice
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Linda Keprtová’s staging
of Boris Godunov
at the National Theatre in Prague

your relationships, your joys and your distresses
automatically become a public matter. That
is certainly not a pleasant environment for
the settling of old disputes.
Can this milieu be compared to the present-day society,
devoid of intimacy as a result of the social networks and
the omnipresent virtual connection?
Such an association may oﬀer itself immediately. Yet
I didn’t have such an intention, I didn’t anyhow
connect these two “technicalities”, but we may be
so inﬂuenced by the world around us that such
connotations creep into our mind without our even
being aware of them.
Is there any motto you created for the production? What
is The Kiss about for you?
About the world of every individual. About human
life consisting of so many stories, some of which pass
you by and become an idle memory, while others can
be fateful, without our playing any part in it. About
the fact that the wishes that do come true are mostly
of colours diﬀerent to those we were painting in our
yearnings.
Are there any moments, encounters or ﬁgures that have
been fateful for your work?
I could name plenty of ﬁgures and moments that
have inﬂuenced me in this or that way. I have
been surrounded by so many inspiring people,
have experienced so many crucial moments,
that sometimes it makes my head spin… So,
now and then, I try to suspend it and merely
observe everything. And fateful have always
been the decisions which have driven me in some
direction…

In one of your interviews, you said that you have
always striven to deﬁne the ways in which you will
change the world by a particular production – is it not,
in the case of The Kiss, its pathos and (almost ludicrous
for us) moral obstinacy the manner in which to touch
today’s cynical audiences? And can opera change
something or someone? Could you give us a speciﬁc
example of when you have succeeded in this respect?
I meant it somewhat hyperbolically, of course. My
opinion is that we should not be sloppy in our work!
But thank you for reminding me, one likes forgetting
it in the turmoil of the days.
Have you made any changes, deletions, revisions
in the libretto?
Only some minor modiﬁcations.
A few passages in The Kiss seem to me to stand out –
Barča’s scene, the Vendulka and Lukáš duet “United”.
Do you view it in the same manner? How do you
approach them?
The Kiss abounds in contrast. It swings from one side to
another, which can be documented by your examples.
This may predicate about a person who acts in key
situations without having solid ground – the old
rules are gone, new ones appear. But before the new
rules have been named, we and those around us have
got used to them. The phase has no contours, it is
the rooms in which we have nothing to grasp, nothing
to sit on, no picture to caress. And it is at this very
moment that we encounter Vendulka and Lukáš…
How do you cope with the situation when such a phase
without contours occurs during your work on the staging
concept?
I must force myself into etching in the contours!
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What other work is awaiting you in this season?
In the new year, there will be George Frideric
Handel’s Alcina and Jules Massenet’s Thaïs. And
if we manage, we would also like to prepare a new
performance with the newly established Brundibaros
company.
What is Brundibaros?
Brundibaros is… I don’t know how to name
it exactly. By and large, it is a theatre association,
mainly attended by children from the “Bronx
of Brno”. At the end of the previous season, we
prepared with the kids Hans Krása’s opera Brundibár
and really felt like continuing such activities, albeit
without us having any technical and ﬁnancial
background. But we have already got hold of an old
piano… Some strange insects are crawling out of it,
but never mind. And there is also something to its
honky-tonk sound when you think of Mozart.
When, where and with whom will Alcina be performed?
I will be staging Alcina with the Košice Opera
company and the conductor Marek Štryncl.
The premiere is scheduled for the end of February.
You work as a dramaturge at the Liberec Opera – do you
have to make many compromises? What is your opinion
of the programming of Czech theatres?
The Czech opera milieu is one of great compromise.
Forgive me, but I am quite critical of the functioning
of both the operational and artistic principles
at our theatres. But I don’t feel like congesting
the media space by my opinion in this respect, and
the programmes at Czech stages are dependent on
so many factors that I wouldn’t like to utter some
generalising viewpoint… What is more, I haven’t
been around this world for long enough to be able
to observe the development of Czech opera and
assess it objectively. Nevertheless, such matters are
undoubtedly connected with the changing poetics,
form and taste, with the attendant transformation
of the very perception of opera as a dramatic form.
At the moment, I cannot hand over a prescription
to cure it, as I am only now learning the medical
craft and paper can endure anything. Yet if we want
to make audiences come to see operas, I think we
should start with ourselves!
You have also studied chorus mastering – would that
mean that you are not one of those directors who force
the singers to run around the stage while singing…?
Yes, it has some logic. So why is it totally vice versa
with me?
Your career to date as a stage director has been quite
idyllic – starting with student performances and
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smoothly passing over to large stages and accolades.
How supportive are Czech theatres towards young
directors?
Your ﬁnal question is the most diﬃcult… Well, my
classmates and I were immensely lucky that a few
years ago the Czech opera market was thirsty for new
blood. It goes without saying that the most diﬃcult
is to be aﬀorded the opportunity. I would like to
continue now – and then not to spoil it, yet today
I realise how little suﬃces to turn a production into
a ﬂop. How many factors must get together so as to
make the work meaningful, how many conditions
must be met, how many random occurrences
you must be spared. And much labour must be
exerted to complete a minute under which you are
signed. Now I hope to get to your ﬁrst thesis – yes,
I agree, I personally have been immensely lucky
as regards opportunities, the people I have worked
with, the titles, the ﬁgures who have addressed me.
But is also entails permanent travelling, starting
at a shoddy dormitory, a lot of envy on the part
of my colleagues who are not as busy as I am, yet,
on the other hand, also a good deal of emotions
and enriching encounters. And perhaps this mad
merry-go-round is what I really enjoy. The chance
to squeeze my idea until the juice runs out. And, to
boot, you even get a fee for doing so.

Linda Keprtová, born in Česká Třebová, is one of the most
sought-after young Czech opera directors. She is a graduate
of the Janáček Academy of Music and Performing Arts in Brno,
where she studied chorus conducting and opera direction. While
still a student, she received the Leoš Janáček Foundation Prize for
the production of Jenufa, staged within the Janáček Brno 2008
festival. Her most remarkable works to date are deemed to be
the productions of Jules Massenet’s Don Quichotte, which earned
the Critics Prize at the Opera 2013 festival, Francis Poulenc’s
Dialogues des carmélites, Guiseppe Verdi’s La traviata, Leoš
Janáček’s Jenufa, Vladimír Franz’s The Valley of Dry Bones,
Richard Strauss’s Ariadne auf Naxos, Gaetano Donizetti’s
Maria Stuarda, Modest Petrovich Mussorgsky’s Boris Godunov
and Josef Bohuslav Foerster’s Eva, which received the Critics’
Prize for the best production at the Opera 2015 festival. She
has directed productions at the National Theatre in Prague,
the National Moravian-Silesian Theatre in Ostrava, the State
Theatre in Košice, the F. X. Šalda Theatre in Liberec, the J. K. Tyl
Theatre in Plzeň, and the Silesian Theatre in Opava. In 2013, she
received the most prestigious Slovak theatre award, the DOSKY,
for her direction of the opera Dialogues des carmélites at the State
Theatre in Košice.
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by Lukáš Vytlačil

THE JAN DEYL CONSERVATORY
AND 105 YEARS SINCE THE OPENING
OF THE DEYL INSTITUTE FOR THE BLIND

Jan Deyl

The Jan Deyl Conservatory and Secondary School
for the Visually Impaired in Prague occupies
a special position among music education
institutions. It is the one and only secondary
vocational school in the Czech Republic or any
neighbouring country to specialise in training
the blind and partially sighted. In addition to
teaching voice and instruments, the curriculum
encompasses tuning lessons. The history
of the Conservatory dates back to the ﬁnal years
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and October
2015 marked the 105th anniversary of the Deyl
Institute for the Blind’s foundation.

The school launched its operation in the ﬁrst decade
of the 20th century. Dissatisﬁed with the care
the blind were receiving, on 17 October 1908
the National Council of the Czech Lands in AustriaHungary adopted the resolution to establish the ﬁrst
Czech education institute for the visually impaired.
A special committee was appointed, whose aim
it was to formulate the articles of foundation. One
of its most prominent members was Dr. Jan Deyl,
a leading ophtalmologist and professor at Charles
University in Prague, and one of the initiators and
main promoters, as well as the chair of the board
of the Provincial Society for Education and Care
of the Blind in the Kingdom of Bohemia. On 18
February 1909, the Viceregency of the Kingdom
of Bohemia approved the articles and on 25 March
of that year the constitutive general assembly
convened.
The Deyl Institute for the Blind was opened on 17 October
1910, when it enrolled its ﬁrst pupils. Its residence

was the former Baroque Palace of Count Straka
of Nedabylice on Maltézské square in Prague,
which has ever since served the school’s needs.
The institute’s mission was not only to provide
fundamental education to the visually impaired but
also, and most notably, to aﬀord them the chance to
lead a fully-ﬂedged life. Accordingly, the students
were trained in crafts through which they could
earn a living, including handiwork, brush and
basket making, yet they were also taught music
and, from 1924 on, piano tuning. Within a very
short time, the Deyl Institute had built up a good
reputation, bearing witness to which is the long list
of its supporters. Detail information in this respect
is furnished by, among other documents, the 1914
annual report. In addition to numerous private
donators, companies and banking institutions, the list
of supporters includes 73 district administrations and
241 municipalities. Between 1914 and 1918, however,
the war events aﬀected the institute’s operation, with
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Inmates of the Deyl Institute in 1911

Brass band of the institute

demonstrated extraordinary self-sacriﬁce, owing
to which they managed to maintain the institute’s
operation uninterrupted.
Following the end of WWII, the Czechoslovak
government prepared a central reform of all
the institutions specialised in educating the blind
and visually impaired. With regard to its tradition,
the Deyl Institute was entrusted with music education,
and the newly constituted school started to provide
lessons on 1 September 1948. In October a new
director was appointed, Jan Drtina, who headed
the school up until 1982. A graduate of the piano
class of the Prague Conservatory, Drtina was an
excellent pedagogue who left an indelible footprint
in the school’s history. He took up his post at
the time when the school’s position and future
was not entirely certain, as all the other institutes
for the blind had been abolished by law. In 1950,
the school obtained the statute of a “department
for the preparation of music teaching candidates”,
yet it no longer served exclusively for the visually
impaired but for the inhabitants of the Prague District
1 in general. Although at the turn of 1950/1951 its
full integration into the network of Prague schools

the result being its failure to fulﬁl the plan to create
a truly comprehensive institution that would assist
the blind throughout their lives.
In the wake of the establishment of the independent
Czechoslovak Republic in 1918, the conditions
changed for the better, allowing the Deyl Institute
to advance its educational role and to give greater
scope to music. Several signiﬁcant events occurred
in 1924, which saw the opening of the Home for
the Blind and a workshop for the former wards,
who were also provided with accommodation
and board. The products they made were sold at
a newly opened special shop. Moreover, in that year,
the institute launched piano-tuning lessons and set
up a wind orchestra. During this halcyon period, on
16 February 1924, Dr. Jan Deyl, who for over 10 years
had enthusiastically devoted his energy and eﬀort
to the institute, passed away. The music curriculum
further advanced between 1926 and 1930, when
three of its pupils were aﬀorded the opportunity to
study at the Prague Conservatory. In 1931, the Private
Music School for the Blind was founded within the Deyl
Institute, with its ﬁrst director being Jan Bušek.
Consequently, the increasingly eﬀective teaching
acquired an independent space. The ﬁrst class
encompassed 49 pupils, who were taught how to
play the piano, violin, organ and horn. The boom
in the music training at the Deyl Institute is also
documented by the fact that the teaching staﬀ were
gradually joined by the school’s graduates.
The promising development was, however, brought
to a halt by the outbreak of the Second World
War and the diﬃcult conditions under the Nazi
occupation. In 1942, the school was ordered to issue
certiﬁcates in German only, and on 21 July of that
year all its 19 employees had to take a Germanlanguage exam, with only two of them succeeding
on the ﬁrst occasion. During this fraught time,
the teachers, members of the board and other staﬀ

Concert hall of the Jan Deyl Conservatory
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settled the institute’s economic diﬃculties, it faced
continuous attempts at its abolition, or at least scaling
back. Yet owing to Drtina’s dexterity, the school
managed to maintain its independence. The severest
blow occurred in 1955, when the teaching discipline
was terminated: although the current students were
allowed to complete the curriculum, new classes could
no longer be opened. So as to vindicate this step
and to prove the redundancy of a specialised school,
several blind or weak-sighted pupils were accepted
at the Prague Conservatory, yet they struggled
with numerous diﬃculties during their studies and
the experiment ultimately proved to be a failure.
Consequently, in the autumn of 1956, the new Specialist
Music School for the Blind was established, providing
music and tuning lessons, which took place in parallel
with the ﬁnishing grades of the teaching disciplines,
whose last pupils graduated in 1959.
In 1961, the school’s statute changed into that
of a secondary music school focused on preparing
teachers, which oﬀered a ﬁve-year study programme
ending with a leaving examination, as well as twoyear additional training. Thus it was ﬁnally placed on
an equal footing with conservatories, breaking away
from the previous connections with lower-degree
schools. At the same time, the foundations were
laid for seven-year study, within which the pupils
graduated in two major disciplines. As a result,
the school deﬁnitively gained a ﬁrm position within
the education system, and its importance and
beneﬁts were acknowledged. Fifteen years later,
in 1976, thanks to Jan Drtina’s relentless endeavours,
the Ministry of Education decreed that it become
the Conservatory for Visually Impaired Youth.
The fall of the Iron Curtain and the end
of Communist rule in Czechoslovakia in 1989 was
ensued by a general loosening up at the Prague
Conservatory, as well as at other education and
culture institutions. In 1992, the school symbolically
paid tribute to the legacy of the founder of the ﬁrst
institute for the blind by changing its title to the Jan
Deyl Conservatory and Tuning School, modiﬁed in 2006
to the current Jan Deyl Conservatory and Secondary
School for the Visually Impaired. Within a major reform
of the education system in 2012, the curriculum
was divided into six years, as was the case of other
conservatories. On 8 November 2012, following
Jan Deyl, special acknowledgement was accorded
to the school’s long-time director Jan Drtina, after
whom the concert hall was named in recognition
of the great role he had played in its more than
century-long tradition.
The Conservatory today is housed in three buildings
in the block between Maltézské square and Lázeňská
street in Prague’s Lesser Town, where the lessons
take place. Moreover, it also has a dormitory and

a canteen with a kitchen. The school currently
provides a six-year study programme, rounded oﬀ
by graduation. Besides classical and popular singing,
the curriculum includes composition and instrument
tuition, with the spectrum of disciplines being
gradually extended. New classes, in percussion and
the recorder, were introduced in 2014. Even though
everyone can take the entrance exams, the school
has remained an education institution specialised
in training the blind and visually impaired, to
whom the curriculum plan is accommodated, also
containing braille music notation and providing
a higher number of practical performance lessons.
The teaching staﬀ include several brilliant blind
pedagogues, for instance, Jan Budín and Milan
Arner. The other part of the institute, the Secondary
School, mainly focuses on tuning pianos and
kindred instruments (studies completed with
a leaving exam), yet it also provides the programme
of piano tuning and culture activities, which aﬀords
especially the pupils with combined handicaps
with the unique opportunity for integration and
personal development. The Jan Deyl Conservatory and
Secondary School for the Visually Impaired is thus not only
an education institution but also a precious oasis
of understanding between a diverse community
of students and teachers, naturally blending
the world of the blind and the professional world
of music.
Selected sources and literature:
Kurz, Jaromír – Neubert, František K.: Deylův první
český ústav pro nevidomé [Deyl’s ﬁrst Czech Institute
for the Blind], Central Committee of the Union
of Disabled Persons in the Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic, Prague, 1985.
Libánská, Alena: Konzervatoř Jana Deyla a střední škola pro
zrakově postižené v Praze: Subkultura “Deylák” jako motivace pro
indikované studenty k budoucímu profesionálnímu hudebnictví
[The Jan Deyl Conservatory and Secondary School
for the Visually Impaired: The “Deyl” subculture
as motivation for indicated students for future
professional musicianship). BA dissertation, Faculty
of Humanities, Charles University, Prague, 2008.
Manuscript and typed materials from
the Conservatory’s archives.
Smýkal, Josef: Jan Drtina, Apogeum http://www.
apogeum.info/tlex/heslo.php?id=231
[accessed 24 October 2015].
Smýkal, Josef: Jan Drtina – Život a dílo [Jan Drtina: Life
and Work], a bulletin for an exhibition, Technical
Museum, Brno, 2013.
Tyﬂologické listy [Typhlological Papers], supplement to
the magazine Zora, Issues 1-2, Prague, 1974.
Annual Report of the Deyl Institute for the Blind.
Annual Report of the Jan Deyl Conservatory.
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by Lukáš Vytlačil

PETR KOUKAL’S
WELL-UNTEMPERED ORGAN
AND A NEW DIRECTION OF RESEARCH
INTO HISTORICAL INSTRUMENTS

Petr Koukal: Dobře rozladěné varhany.
K dějinám hudebního ladění v českých zemích
(The Well-Untempered Organ. The history
of musical tuning in the Czech lands).
Telč, 2013, National Heritage Institute,
Regional Specialist Workplace in Telč, 176 pp.,
ISBN 978-80-905631-0-0

The organ is accorded numerous attributes and
owing to its complex mechanism, unique sonic
qualities and large tonal range, it is deservedly
dubbed a royal instrument. Moreover, historical
instruments rank among the most invaluable
treasures of the past epochs. One of the latest
publications dealing with this subject is a book
by the organologist Petr Koukal, an employee
of the workplace of the National Heritage
Institute in Telč, with the rather canny title
The Well-Untempered Organ, paraphrasing
the title of Johann Sebastian Bach’s Well-Tempered
Clavier. The author, however, does not focus
on the organ’s actual structure or design, but
inquires into the issue of musical tuning, which
to date has been paid scant attention.
The book’s actual focus is excellently characterised
by the author’s rhetorical question raised
in the introductory text on page 9: “The currently
prevailing notion of the tuning conception mostly coincides
with the opinion that musical instruments must be tuned
clearly, and that also whole ensembles, orchestras and choruses

must be tuned clearly. But what does ‘clearly tuned’ actually
mean? This has been the most fundamental source of errors,
misapprehensions and confusions since the 16th century.”
In this connection, Koukal points out that today’s
equal temperament, within which the octave is
divided into 12 equal semitones, asserted itself
gradually during the course of the 19th century,
and the concert pitch set at 440 Hz was only
oﬃcially agreed as the international standard
in 1939. For a long time, the awareness of older
unequal temperaments was merely a prerogative
of researchers, yet the rampant development
of so-called historically informed performance
over the past few decades has resulted in a revival
of this practice, together with the use of copies
of historical instruments. In his book, Koukal
sets out on a quest for the original temperaments
which may have been applied in the 17th and 18th
centuries in the tuning of organs at Bohemian and
Moravian churches.
The ﬁrst few chapters are dedicated to tuning
in general and its historical development. They
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brieﬂy, yet comprehensively, introduce the issues
of tuning, yet the information contained in them
is further elaborated on and at this juncture
the reader is provided with data that make
it possible to better understand the subject
in the following chapters. Koukal proﬁciently
oﬀers numerous facts in a very readable way.
The one and only inaccuracy in the otherwise
rigorous text is the claim that Carl Philipp
Emanuel Bach was the youngest son of Johann
Sebastian Bach, which only holds true as regards
J. S. Bach’s ﬁrst marriage, to Maria Barbara.
In terms of music history, particularly valuable
is the chapter “Equal temperament – a history
of disputes and errors”, giving an account
of the development of musical tuning, ranging
from various types of unequal temperament
up to the currently standard most common 12tone equal temperament. It reads almost like
a detective story, in which Koukal explains
variously interpreted concepts, including
the well-known “gute Tempertur”, which
was written about in one of his treatises by
Andreas Werckmeister in the late 18th century.
The ﬁndings gathered by Koukal clearly reveal
that the adoption of equal temperament, which

only occurred in the 19th century, was far from
being smooth and automatic.
Musical tuning itself is the topic dealt with
in the ﬁfth chapter, titled “Written documents
on organ tuning in the Czech historical lands”.
Within 50 pages, the author presents, compares
and assesses all kinds of sources pertaining to
this matter, from well-known theoretical treatises
to mentions in other types of writings. An
independent section is devoted to prints of Czech
provenience. This extensive summary of organ
tuning, unrivalled in this country, provides a truly
comprehensive view of the knowledge available
to organists and other musicians throughout
history. The most valuable texts are accompanied
by excerpts and recapitulations, speciﬁcally
illustrating the gradual progress of approaches to
musical tuning.
The text that follows, mapping the in-the-ﬁeld
exploration of speciﬁc historical instruments,
elucidates the original idea of the research.
It entails the tuning of those reed pipes that have
been preserved in such entirety as to aﬀord an
image of the originally applied temperament.
Right at the beginning, the author highlights
just how demanding such research is. The ﬁrst
problem relates to the impossibility of drawing
upon information in theoretical discourses
that diﬀered from the practice of organ tuning.
The essential aspect, however, turned out
to be the condition of the particular organs,
as the overwhelming majority of the instruments
in whose case it was possible to assume that
at least part of their pipes were original have
been preserved in such a bad condition that
the initially intended direction of the research
proved to be totally unfeasible. The sad
condition of the organs is documented
in the book by numerous photographs displaying
the irreversible devastation of precious historical
instruments by means of unprofessional
interventions, some of which were actually
carried out quite recently. Many of these
adjustments have even made it impossible to
ascertain how the pipes were originally tuned.
Consequently, the research could only focus on
the pipes that were modiﬁed by means of tuning
slots, in the case of which the initial pitch
can be determined. This procedure, however,
involved their taking out from the instrument
and suﬃcient covering of the slots, which is
extremely challenging in technical terms and very
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time-consuming indeed. Fortunately, the author
was aﬀorded the opportunity to closely
explore several historical organs that during
the time of his research were being restored.
These instruments, dealt with in independent
sections of the book, include the organs at
the Churches of Our Lady of the Assumption
in Dub nad Moravou and in Doubravník, built
at the beginning of the second half of the 18th
century by Jan Výmola, and the organs
in the churches in Klášterní Hradisko, near
Olomouc, and in Vranov nad Dyjí. Even though
Koukal himself considers the outcome of his
research with reserve, the data he has acquired are
valuable enough to elucidate, at least to a certain
degree, the past practice. As regards the two
organs built by Výmola, it is interesting that their
tuning was akin to that of Werckmeister IV.
Moreover, the author also pays attention to
the concert pitch, which is essential, since for a very
long time the reference pitch did not have any
ﬁxed frequency, varying between 392 Hz and 494
Hz (see Table 11 on page 120, presenting the data
from Bruce Haynes’s book A History of Performing
Pitch, further commented on by Koukal), in speciﬁc
cases the span being even wider. The author
attempts to determine, as far as is possible,
the pitch of the then used types of tuning, termed,
for instance, Cammer-Thon, Chor-Thon and Cornett-Thon.
To make matters even more confused, the meaning
of the most common denominations was changed.
What is more, new terms occurred too, among

them the Ton de la chamber, the so called French
tuning (attended to on page 124), identiﬁed by
Koukal with the old German Chor-Thon. The ﬁnal
chapters are dedicated to the psycho-physiological
aspects of tuning, which oﬀer a great potential
for further research. Another intriguing ﬁeld is
the organ literature, which provides valuable
indicia as to the type of tuning practised in history,
which Koukal convincingly documents on
a particular composition, which would be almost
impossible to listen to when tuned in a speciﬁc
manner. The book is concluded with resumes
in English and German.
Although the author has failed to fulﬁl his
original intention, the publication is an
invaluable and intriguing source of information
about the history of tuning and organology
itself. It contains numerous very useful facts
and data, and, in addition to the mentioned
topics for further research, the book provides an
elaborate methodology of measuring the pitch
of organ pipes. At the same time, it emphasises
the necessity of professional care being paid to
the organ. Besides the actual content, the book
is very well written and is furnished with an
elegant graphic layout, including ample pictorial
materials. Accordingly, Petr Koukal’s book is
worthwhile in all respects, and, notwithstanding
its specialist focus, can be recommended to
a wide spectrum of readers, from organists and
musicians to historians and those attending to
the historical heritage.
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by Barbora Vacková

CZECH MUSIC EVERY DAY
EVENTS AT HOME AND ABROAD
FROM THE SECOND HALF OF SEPTEMBER
TO THE BEGINNING OF DECEMBER 2015

Autumn has traditionally been one of the most interesting and busiest seasons for all contemporary Czech
music fans, and this year’s autumn has proved to be no exception in this respect. Even though many of us
were disappointed by the failure to hold the noted Contempuls festival in Prague owing to a lack of ﬁnance,
we can take comfort from the fact that the preparations for the next, eighth, edition, which will take place
in 2016, are now in full swing. What is more, although contemporary music in the Czech Republic has to
date in the majority of cases been performed beyond the major concert venues, Prague and other cities are
always able to offer appealing and inspiring programmes to those interested in new works.
It should be added that there have been honourable exceptions to the mentioned “majority of cases”.
In the autumn of 2015, one such was the performance of the most prestigious of Czech orchestras,
the Czech Philharmonic, who within one of their subscription concerts presented the piece that won
last year’s competition for composers up to the age of 35 years. The jury had elected Jan Ryant
Dřízal’s work The Melancholy Chicken.
Other contemporary music pieces that were performed on large Prague stages were the oratorio
Saint Wenceslas by the composer and arranger Martin Kumžák, premiered by the Prague Symphony
Orchestra, and Zbyněk Matějů’s ballet Still Life, which was given its Czech premiere. The renowned
Kühn Choir of Prague presented new works by Miloš Orson Štědroň and the aforementioned Jan
Ryant Dřízal. More intimate, yet highly remarkable events were two ﬁlm evenings accompanied by live
performances – the screening of Battalion, to music by Kryštof Mařatka, in Prague and Brno (within
the Moravian Autumn festival), and the traditional project Cinegoga, organised by the BERG Orchestra,
one of the most active Czech ensembles almost solely focusing on contemporary music.
The most eventful month when it comes to the actual number of new music concerts was November.
Prague hosted the 26th edition of the Days of Contemporary Music, held by the Society of Czech
Composers, during which some 25 pieces by Czech composers were given their world premiere
within nine concerts, while numerous other contemporary, both Czech and foreign, works were
performed too. At the turn of November and December, three concerts took place within the Three
Days festival of contemporary music in Prague, held by the composers’ association Atelier 90.
In the meantime, Ostrava hosted the Contemporary Music festival. Noteworthy too were three
concerts given by the MoEns ensemble, exclusively focused on contemporary music, during which they
presented new works by Jiří Kadeřábek, Zdeněk Bartošík, Miroslav Pudlák and Petr Cígler.
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Leoš Janáček’s The Makropulos Aﬀair at the Gothenburg Opera
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Plenty of Czech contemporary music was played abroad too. New York City hosted the premieres
of Jiří Kadeřábek’s piano piece Hindyish and Petr Bakla’s Slide, Series for solo trombone. Bakla’s
music was also performed in a city less traditional for Czech contemporary music, Yerevan,
Armenia. As regards contemporary music concerts in Slovakia, the prominent Melos-Étos festival
featured a work for solo accordion by Miroslav Srnka, one of the Czech composers most frequently
discussed in the international context. By far the most monumental event was the performance
of the Requiem, created by Juraj Filas, a composer of Slovak origin, at the prestigious Carnegie Hall
in New York.
When it comes to contemporary Czech opera, the most signiﬁcant event of this autumn was
the premiere of a new production of Šimon Voseček’s Biedermann and the Arsonists at
the Independent Opera in London. The interest in older Czech operas has been unceasing. Of late,
new productions of Dvořák’s Rusalka have been staged (Staatsoper Hannover, Lyric Opera Kansas
City), as well as of Bohuslav Martinů’s The Greek Passion (Aalto-Musiktheater, Essen) and Janáček’s
The Makropulos Case (Slovak National Theatre, Gothenburg Opera) and The Cunning Little Vixen
(Staatstheater Darmstadt).
The following summary of major events pertaining to Czech music is a digest of the contributions
to the blog of the Czech Music Information Centre, the publisher of this magazine. The constantly
developing blog.musica.cz is open to the readers’ suggestions and voices, hence, I would like to
cordially ask you to send any tips you may have for interesting concerts and performances to the email
address his.musicblog@gmail.com. We would be delighted if the Czech Music Information Centre’s
blog were to serve you as a useful guide to Czech music events. For this reason, the blog will soon
also contain an English section.
September 23 and 24, Smetana Hall, Municipal House, Prague. Martin Kumžák: the oratorio Saint
Wenceslas – world premiere. Prague Symphony Orchestra, Collegium Marianum, Martinů Voices,
Vladimír Javorský (recitation), Michaela Šrůmová (soprano), Dasha (alto), Jiří Brückler (baritone), Martin
Kumžák (conductor).
September 25, Spectrum, New York, USA. Jiří Kadeřábek: Hindyish (2012) – world premiere. David
Kalhous (piano).
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September 26, Staatsoper Hannover, Germany. Antonín Dvořák: Rusalka – premiere of the new
production. Stage direction: Dietrich W. Hilsdorf, conductor: Anja Bihlmaier. Further performances:
October 1, 11, 18 and 27, November 20, 2015, January 9, February 11, 14 and 27, 2016.
September 26, Aalto-Musiktheater, Essen, Germany. Bohuslav Martinů: The Greek Passion –
premiere of the new production. Stage direction: Jiří Heřman, conductor: Tomáš Netopil. Further
performances: March 27, April 6, May 27, 2016.
September 30, New Stage of the National Theatre, Prague. Opening evening of the Golden Prague
international TV festival of music and dance ﬁlms. Zbyněk Matějů: the ballet Still Life – Czech
premiere. Bohemia Ballet, choreography: Raiford Rogers.
October 1, Czech Centre in Paris, France. Hommage à Pavel Haas. Fabrice Ferez (oboe), Marc
Pantillon (piano).
October 3, Ponrepo cinema, Prague / October 4, Moravian Autumn music festival, Scala University
Cinema, Brno. Screening of the ﬁlm Battalion, accompanied by Kryštof Mařatka’s live music –
Czech premiere. Kryštof Mařatka (conductor, electric piano), Jana Holmanová (piano), Jan Mach
(clarinet), Alžběta Vlčková (cello).
October 7, 8 and 9, Dvořák Hall, Rudolﬁnum, Prague. Jan Ryant Dřízal: The Melancholy Chicken –
world premiere. Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, conductor: Jiří Bělohlávek.
October 10, Kunstmuseum Moritzburg, Halle, Germany. BELLE VOCI EXTRA – Lieder und Literarisches
cycle. A concert featuring Viktor Ullmann’s music. KammerAkademie Halle, Enrico Petters (recitation),
Alexander Stepanov (piano).
October 12 and 13, Spanish Synagogue, Prague. CINEGOGA – silent ﬁlms accompanied by live
music in world premieres – Eliška Cílková, Martin Klusák, Jan Ryant Dřízal, Jacek Sotomski (PL),
Šimon Voseček. BERG Orchestra, conductor: Peter Vrábel.
October 19, Komitas Chamber Music Hall, Yerevan, Armenia. 1900+ World Contemporary Music
Project. Ian Mikyska: A Newspaper Ends Its Day at a Train Station; Reflects. Audience Walks By;
Petr Bakla: Simple Truths – world premieres. Hayk Melikyan (piano).
October 21, The Forge, London, UK. Inspired by Martinů. Contemporary classical and electronic
scene. Nonclassical label, Lada Valešová (piano), Tereza Přívratská (violin), Lucie Špičková
(mezzo-soprano).
October 26, Convent of Saint Agnes of Bohemia, Prague. Awarding of the Ministry of Culture Prizes
for extraordinary merit in theatre, music, ﬁne art and architecture. The composer Ivana Loudová
received an award for compositional mastery, promotion of Czech music abroad and education of young
composers.
November 1, Spectrum, New York, USA. Petr Bakla: Slide, Series (2008) – world premiere. William
Lang (trombone).
November 2, Carnegie Hall, New York, USA. Juraj Filas: Requiem, “Oratio Spei”. The Oratorio Society
of New York Chorus and Orchestra, conductor: Kent Tritle. Susanna Phillips (soprano), Matthew Plank
(tenor), John Moore (baritone).
November 3, Janáček Conservatory and Grammar School in Ostrava. Contemporary Music festival.
Works by L. Janáček, M. Báchorek, M. Dvořáková, J. Grossmann, L. Juřica, V. Studnička and V. Svatoš.
November 4, Saints Simon and Jude Church, Prague. Jan Ryant Dřízal: De Monstris Marinis, Miloš
Orson Štědroň: Spells – world premieres. Kühn Choir of Prague, conductors: Marek Vorlíček and Tone
Bianca Sparre Dahl.
November 6, Slovak National Theatre, Bratislava. Leoš Janáček: The Makropulos Case – premiere
of the new production. Stage direction: Peter Konwitschny, conductor: Ondrej Olos. Further
performances: November 20, December 5, 2015, May 6, June 2, 2016.
November 7, Small Hall of the Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra, Bratislava. Melos-Étos festival. Miroslav
Srnka: Origami – Slovak premiere. Teodoro Anzellotti (accordion).
November 7, Lyric Opera Kansas City, Missouri, USA. Antonín Dvořák: Rusalka – premiere of the new
production. Stage direction: Eric Simonson, conductor: Alexander Polyanichko. Further performances:
November 11, 13 and 15.
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November 10, Janáček Conservatory and Grammar School in Ostrava. Contemporary Music festival.
Works by A. Demoč, M. Janošík, K. B. Jirák, P. Nesit, D. Skála, F. Vrána, T. Vrána and D. Žurková.
November 10 and 11, Embassy of the Czech Republic in Tokyo, Japan. Competition in performing
Czech music.
November 14, Independent Opera, London, UK. Šimon Voseček: Biedermann and the Arsonists
(2005–2007) – premiere of the new production. Stage direction: Max Hoehn, conductor: Timothy
Redmond. Further performances: November 17 and 19.
November 15 – 29, Basel, Switzerland. Martinů Festtage. 21st edition of the festival, marking the 125th
anniversary of Bohuslav Martinů’s birth.
November 21, The Gothenburg Opera, Gothenburg, Sweden. Leoš Janáček: The Makropulos Case
– premiere of the new production, in co-operation with the National Theatre in Brno. Stage direction:
David Radok, conductor: Marko Ivanović. Further performances: November 25 and 29, December 3, 6, 9
and 12, 2015, January 16 and 24, February 5, 2016.
November 24, Meeting of New Music Plus 2015 festival, Chamber Hall, Janáček Academy of Music and
Performing Arts in Brno / November 25, Mozarteum, Archdiocese Museum in Olomouc / November 29,
Academy of Music Gallery, Prague. Jiří Kadeřábek: Nostalgia I, Zdeněk Bartošík: 24, Miroslav Pudlák:
Intuitiva – world premieres. MoEns ensemble.
November 25, Ostrava House of Culture. Contemporary Music festival. Works by M. Dvořáková,
J. Bernátek, P. Eben, M. Janošík, L. Marek, B. Martinů, P. Nesit, J. Novák, D. Skála, M. Šupák and
A. Ziętková.
November 26, Staatstheater Darmstadt, Germany. Leoš Janáček: The Cunning Little Vixen –
premiere of the new production. Stage direction: Dirk Schmeding, conductor: Will Humburg. Further
performances: December 10 and 17, 2015, January 2 and 15, February 12, March 1 and 20, 2016.
November 30, Saint Lawrence Church, Prague. Three Days festival. Jan Klusák: Soliloquies
of Philoctetes – world premiere. Fama Q string quartet.
December 1, Academy of Music Gallery, Prague. Three Days festival. Pavel Kopecký: The Mirror
Maze, Marek Kopelent: Maisha ni nini (What is the life) – world premieres.
December 1, Janáček Conservatory and Grammar School in Ostrava. Contemporary Music festival.
Works by M. Dvořáková, P. Graham, P. Machková, I. Medek, S. Medková, M. Štědroň and D. Žurková.
Days of Contemporary Music festival, Prague
November 3, Saint Clement Church. Otomar Kvěch: Sonata for Organ No. 5, Olga Ježková: Diptych –
Christus factus es tet Magniﬁcat for mixed chorus and trumpet – premieres.
November 4, Saint Clement Church. Lukáš Hurník: Ninna Nanna for ﬂute and organ, Pavel Trojan: Four
Pieces for Soprano Saxophone and Accordion – premieres.
November 9, Martinů Hall, Academy of Music. Pavel Hrabánek: Chapters for wind quintet and piano,
Ondřej Kukal: Great Twilight – cycle of poems for baritone and piano to Jiří Orten’s texts, Zdeněk
Zahradník: Self-portrait – monodrama based on Ilja Hurník’s tale, for double bass, piano and strings –
premieres.
November 12, Academy of Music Gallery. Milan Křížek: Ritorni for ﬂute, violin and viola, Edvard
Schiffauer: The Cricket for vocal quartet to Josef Kainar’s text, Ivan Zelenka: Elegy and Rondo for ﬂute
and guitar, Josef Vejvoda: Animus Vox, Eliška Cílková: Invocation – premieres.
November 18, Academy of Music Gallery. Markéta Mazourová: In Paradise, Martin Kučera: Invocation,
Věra Čermáková: The Landscapes, Jiří Laburda: Sonata per violino e pianoforte – premieres.
November 19, Academy of Music Gallery. Josef Marek: Momenti discreti I – Sogni e realtà, David Lukáš:
Night Darkness, Vojtěch Mojžíš: Beneath My Own Roof – world premieres.
November 25, Academy of Music Gallery. Jaroslav Krček: Gallows Songs, Op. 141 – premiere.
November 26, Academy of Music Gallery. Vilém Zelenka: Autumn Moods, Milan Jíra: Sonata for Violin,
Cello and Piano – premieres.
November 30, Academy of Music Gallery. Michaela Augustinová: Fleeing Chimera, Jiří Teml: Memento
and Dance, Jan Grossmann: Ad Fontes Aquarum – premieres.
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by Martin Horyna, Petr Daněk,
Vladimír Maňas, Hana Tillmanová

Music and musical culture
in the Czech lands during the reign
of Emperor Rudolf II
PART 2

The previous issue of Czech Music Quarterly
(2015/3, pp. 29–40) contained the ﬁrst
batch of articles in which leading Czech
musicologists focus on the musical culture
in the Czech lands during the reign of Rudolf
II, Holy Roman Emperor and King of Bohemia,
of the House of Habsburg (1552–1612).
The second block of articles starts with Martin
Horyna’s account of the musical life in Czech
towns and cities, the relations between parish
churches and public council schools, and
the manner of propagation and assertion
of the original local repertoire. The study is
linked up to by a monographic article written by
Petr Daněk, dealing with the life and work of Jiří
Rychnovský (1540/45–1616), one of the most
gifted and most proliﬁc Czech composers
of the time. The music of the Rudolﬁne
composers also spread to the territory
of today’s Moravia, as did the inﬂuence
of the ﬁgures related to the Imperial Court
in Prague. This subject is dedicated to
in the interesting historical reﬂection by
Vladimír Maňas, concentrated on the music at
the court of the provincial governor of Moravia,
Karl of Liechtenstein (1569–1627), and
paying particular attention to the remarkable
Central European composer Nicolaus Zangius
(1570–1617). The ﬁnal text of this Rudolﬁne
series is Hana Tillmanová’s article about
dance in the late-Renaissance era, focusing on
the tradition pursued at the Habsburg courts,
that in Prague in particular. (Petr Daněk)
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Music in the Kingdom of Bohemia’s cities
in the Rudolﬁne era
Martin Horyna
If we are to survey the music sources from
the Rudolﬁne era preserved in what is now the Czech
Republic, the majority of them hail from cities, or
more speciﬁcally, from urban churches. The bulk
of them are thus the sacred music that was sung
during divine services. At the time, in non-Catholic
churches sacred songs were jointly sung by all
those who wished to sing and who could make use
of the numerous printed hymn-books available.
The present article, however, is primarily focused on
the singing in the choir lofts, which were allocated for
trained vocalists.
What actually was the position of the townsfolk, and
what were their musical preferences? The Hussite
movement in the early 15th century can be deemed
part of the early Reformation, which resulted
in changes in the power division in the Kingdom
of Bohemia. The previously wealthy and inﬂuential
Catholic Church lost its possessions and political
power, and duly became a poverty-stricken
organisation, one dependent on the will of the ruling
class. On the other hand, during the Hussite Wars
representatives of the royal cities gained signiﬁcant
power and had to be counted with as the Third
Estate. In the era of the weak kings of the House
of Jagiellon (1471–1526), cities competed with
the gentry for a share in power in the Kingdom.
In the wake of the Habsburgs’ accession to
the Bohemian throne in 1526, the position
of the cities weakened, and following his victory
in the war against the Protestant princes and imperial

cities in Germany in 1547, Emperor Ferdinand
I sidetracked them altogether. The cities had to
reconcile themselves with the loss of inﬂuence, as well
as the extensive conﬁscations of their properties.
Even though in the more peaceful second half
of the 16th century prosperity did return, high politics
continued to be the preserve of other social classes.
And when it comes to the conﬂicts at the beginning
of the 17th century (the Letter of Majesty in 1609;
the Bohemian Revolt in 1618, the Estates’ uprising
against the Habsburgs), the urban population rather
passively looked on.
Yet let us return to the choir lofts. The penurious
Church was not capable of fulﬁlling all the duties
to society it was supposed to perform. Regular
divine services could not make do without song.
Hymns and polyphonic music were gradually
taken care of by laymen instead of the clergy, while
a major role in this transformation was played by
the schools. Ever since the Middle Ages, parish
churches had run schools and priests had selected
boys suitable for further education from among
the children of the parishioners. This training also
entailed singing, with the boys helping their teachers
(cantors) in church performances, thus also learning
the repertoire for their later possible clerical career,
as this indeed was the main aim of their schooling.
Vocally talented children from poor families could
thus acquire an education, for which they actually
earned money by singing at churches. Pupils hailing
from more aﬄuent families were taught how to sing
too; yet they rather attended the parish schools
because literacy was becoming increasingly important
in the crafts and trades.
This brief elucidation of the historical background
is vital for understanding the functioning
of the two types of choral institutions that
participated in singing at churches. In terms
of the standard operation, of greater signiﬁcance
were the school choirs led by cantors (some of them
by schoolmasters), who carried out regular duties
(at masses, vespers, funerals, requiems), yet more
spectacular, as documented by the preserved sources,
were the literary brotherhoods, entirely lay choirs
made up of educated adult citizens, which began to
be established circa 1490. The members of the literary
brotherhoods considered singing at churches
a certain privilege, so they had special galleries built
and did not hesitate to lay out considerable sums
on marvellous, frequently illuminated, hymn-books.
Yet, in the main, they merely committed themselves
to singing at morning masses on Sundays and feast
days. Some of the preserved hymn-books make
it possible to determine with certainty whether they
were used by members of literary brotherhoods
(those comprising compositions for male voices
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only, the mass repertoire) or schoolboys (music for
high children’s voices, vespers and other liturgy
of the hours hymns), whereas with other hymn-books
it is not so easy to tell, and thus we can assume that
they were available for both choir types at the same
church.
The core of the repertoire was constituted by
Gregorian chant, which was sung during masses
from the gradual and vespers from antiphonbooks. The Hussites came up with the idea
of translating chants from Latin into Czech, with
the earliest attempts known being made in the case
of the Jistebnice hymn-book in the ﬁrst half
of the 15th century. Although singing in Czech
was not afterwards banned in the non-Catholic
milieu, the hymn-books that were in the possession
of scholars around 1500 bear witness to their users
having given preference to Latin. Circa 1540, a new
wave of translations of hymns occurred, in the wake
of which Czech became a regular liturgical language
at non-Catholic churches and Czech chants were even
included in printed psalters.
The hymn-books dating from circa 1500 not only
contained chants. They also encompassed Latin
songs created before the Hussite era, which were
inserted in some passages of the divine service.
Later on, they were translated into Czech and
became the basic repertoire of the Czech church
vocal performances, remaining so up until modern
times. Furthermore, the hymn-books included old
polyphonic songs, which were immensely popular
among the traditionalist literary brotherhoods. This
somewhat self-contained culture was only slowly
penetrated by new music from without – the Dutch
polyphony composed by, for instance, Josquin
Desprez and Heinrich Isaac. And precious few
hymn-books had the two musical worlds side by
side, with the best-known example being the “Codex

The Prachatice hymn-book dating from 1610,
an excerpt from the vesper song “Deus in adjutorium meum”

Speciálník” (Special Song-book), which also includes
successful Czech attempts at compositions in the new
style. Serving as an example is the version for three
voices of the Saint Wenceslas chorale (Our Dear
Saint Wenceslas).
The majority of the old music pieces were still
performed live in the Rudolﬁne era. Virtually all
of them were written by anonymous composers,
with those we actually know something about only
appearing in the second half of the 16th century.
An interesting ﬁgure in the Catholic milieu was
Kryštof Hecyrus (1520–1593), who was born in Český
Krumlov and mainly worked as a teacher, municipal
scribe and, after becoming a widower and ordained,
dean in České Budějovice. In 1561, his collection
Veteres ac piae cantiones, containing 63 songs, hymns
and odes for four voices to Latin and German texts,
was published in Nuremberg, the one and only
known Catholic music print of polyphonic songs
which was intended for schoolboy choirs. Some
of the collection’s pieces became extremely popular,
including, for instance, the song Fit porta Christi pervia,
which can be found in sources throughout Central
Europe up until the end of the 17th century.
The Utraquist milieu of the Czech-speaking cities
experienced a Golden Age circa 1570, when a whole
group of Czech composers were active, most of them
writing music for the needs of the Utraquist literary
brotherhoods. A period of great artistic ﬂowering
commenced. Encompassing two generations
of composers, it would last throughout the reign
of Rudolf II and come to an end circa 1620, amidst
the turbulent events following the Battle of White
Mountain.
Most noteworthy from among the ﬁrst, post-1570,
generation of Czech composers are several creators
known to us owing to their relatively large volume

of works: Ondřej Chrysoponus Jevíčský (active
between 1570 and 1590, 130 works), Jiří Rychnovský
(circa 1550–1616, about 40 works), Jan Trojan
Turnovský (circa 1550–1606, 40 works), Jan Simonides
Montanus (died in 1587, 24 works), Jan Stephanides
Pelhřimovský (29 works), Jakub Maršálek (5 works).
The major composer of the second, post-1585,
generation was Pavel Spongopaeus Jistebnický (circa
1560–1619, about 100 works).
Regrettably, the majority of their compositions
have not been preserved in their entirety, owing
in part to the period custom of scoring polyphonic
pieces into individual voices in a special part-book
(Stimmbuch). And the adversity of the centuries that
followed wrought destruction. Some of the pieces
were certainly lost during the Thirty Years’ War, yet
Renaissance polyphony continued to be commonly
sung throughout the 17th century. The greatest losses
came in the wake of Emperor Josef II’s secularisation
edicts. The 1784 edict abolished the literary
brotherhoods, whose properties were auctioned oﬀ
and whose sheet music was sold oﬀ at a fraction
of its value as waste and wrapping paper. Only that
which the former brotherhood members themselves
bought, so as to preserve at least something for
posterity, has managed to survive. And, naturally,
splendid illuminated graduals were given preference
to as against incomprehensible polyphonic pieces
cursorily scored into unsightly part-books. A single
complete source of the former type – a ﬁve-part
gradual of the literary brotherhood of the Saint
Michael Church in Opatovice, in Prague’s New
Town, dating from 1573–1578 (ms. National Library
in Prague XI B 1, Strahov D.A.II.3), has been
preserved, as have a very small number of complete
pieces by the aforementioned composers: Jevíčský –
101 (of which 100 two-part works, from the collection
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Bicinia nova, published in Prague in 1579, otherwise
just a single motet), Rychnovský – 8, Turnovský – 15,
Montanus – 1, Maršálek – 0, Pelhřimovský – 0, and
Spongopaeus – 1.
There are also sources in which all the parts are
written in one book. These song-books contain
complete songs, yet most of them are merely short
movements, whose composers, with a few exceptions,
are anonymous. They can be divided into two groups:
literary (Benešovský, from 1576–1602; Chlumecký,
circa 1580) and school (Prachatický, 1610; Miletínský
– probably after 1610; Příborský – circa 1610) hymnbooks, and comprise a total of 700 pieces. The songs
from the school hymn-books were still sung
throughout the 17th century.
We know nothing as to how the mentioned
composers actually got to writing music. Many
a thing can be assumed. None of them made an
extraordinary career. Turnovský was a priest, while
the majority of the others worked as music teachers
and were perhaps also in charge of a literary
brotherhood choir. University education was not
required for the job of a teacher (unlike in the case
of “rectors” – schoolmasters, who often advanced
to the better-paid post of municipal scribe), it was
suﬃcient to have practical experience as a member
of the school choir, which had to be passed through
by all gifted boys from a humble background. First,
they sang chants and descant parts in polyphony,
then, after their voices had broken, deeper voices.
Some of the youths remained at the schools for
a number of years, assisting the cantor and, most
signiﬁcantly, singing at the church. And it is highly
likely that these polyphonists had passed through
this practice of serving as “assistants”. The composers
of the generation of Jevíčský and Rychnovský, who
were apprentices between 1560 and 1570, must have
been very familiar indeed with the music of the fourth
generation of Dutch composers (Clemens non
Papa), which at the time was disseminated through
prints and copying, as their compositional style is
commensurate in this respect. Yet not all of them
could be said to have entirely mastered the art
of counterpoint, which would indicate that they
were autodidacts, but at least some of the pieces
by Rychnovský, Turnovský and Jevíčský can be
considered to be accomplished and respectable works.
What, and for whom, did the said composers
write? They primarily wrote utility sacred music
for the needs of the literary brotherhoods: mass
ordinaries and propers, songs and motets. Evidently
resulting from the brotherhoods’ limited possibilities
were some traits these pieces had in common – their
scope reduced to include male voices only, with
the highest voices lacking in agility, being static even.
As regards the music written for school choirs, these
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limitations were not present, with preference actually
being given to high boys’ voices. Yet this particular
layer of the Czech repertoire has yet to be suﬃciently
explored and, what is more, it is absolutely
anonymous.
The reader may well raise the question of why
there has been no mention of the perhaps most
renowned Czech Renaissance composer, Kryštof
Harant of Polžice and Bezdružice (1564–1621), who,
with regard to his age, would have belonged to
the same generation as Pavel Spongopaeus. Owing
to its exclusive and courtly nature, Harant’s oeuvre
totally surpasses the urban musical culture, to which
the present article is dedicated, and falls instead
within the context of the group of composers
centred around Rudolf II’s court ensemble, whose
pieces would have been familiar in the cities too,
either through their scores that were published
in Prague and other centres, or within the absolutely
cosmopolitan repertoire, which through various
channels had spread across Europe and which,
alongside such celebrities as Orlando di Lasso, only
exceptionally included music created by the Czech
urban composers.

Jiří Rychnovský / Georgius Richnovinus,
Musicus celeber, Civis Chrudimensis
* 1540/45, Rychnov nad Kněžnou
† 1616, Chrudim
Petr Daněk
“Richnovius, auch Richnowinus, Georg, wird Musicus celeber
genannt, und nach dem Zeugniße Bienenbergs, im 2ten Theile
der Geschichte der Stadt Königgrätz in Mßpt. ist sein Portrait
am Tittelblatte der Literatenbücher in Königgrätz. Sein
Sohn Richnovius, Wenzel, geboren in Chrudim, war 1599
an der Pfarrkirche zu St. Heinrich in der Neustadt Prag
als Organist angestellt, welche Stelle er mit vielem Ruhme
bekleidet hat. Im Jahre 1606, den 17. September ward er nach
Böhmischbrod geladen, ließ sich in der Kirche hören, und starb
den Tag darauf. Die damaligen Dichter Johann Kampanus,
Gabriel Svechinus, Paul Stranský besangen seinen Tod. Jonas
Pelargus sagt unter andern: ‘atqve aliqvis saeva venena dedit’.”
[“Richnovius, also Richnowinus, Georg, was named
Musicus celeber, and according to the testimony
of Bienenberg, his portrait is featured in the 2nd part
of the manuscript History of the Town of Königgrätz,
on the title page of the book in the possession
of the literary brotherhood in Königgrätz. His son
Richnovius, Wenzel, born in Chrudim, was in 1599
appointed organist at the Parish Church of St. Henry
in the New Town of Prague, a post he served with
great glory. In 1606, on the 17th of September, he was
invited to Böhmischbrod, played at the church and

The plaque on the bell tower
in Rychnov nad Kněžnou,
dedicated to the memory
of Jiří Rychnovský

An illumination from the gradual, East Bohemia
Museum, Hradec Králové, shelf-mark: II A 13, fol.4b,
a group portrait: the scrivener Matěj Litoměřický,
the illustrator Matouš Radouš and the composer
Jiří Rychnovský

died the next day. The poets of the time Johann
Campanus, Gabriel Svechinus and Pavel Stránský
extolled the deceased. Jonas Pelargus said, among
other things, ‘atqve aliqvis saceva venena dedit’
(according to some, he was poisoned with a savage
venom).”]
This is the brief, yet compendious dictionary
information about Jiří (Georg) and Václav (Wenzel)
Rychnovský summed up in 1815 by Bohumír Jan
Dlabacz, the Strahov Monastery librarian and author
of a book on the history of art in Bohemia.
Povážiti sluší člověče milý /
Consider carefully, kind man
Jiří Rychnovský is a representative of the generation
of Czech composers who were born around
the middle of the 16th century and from the 1580s on
created a singular urban musical culture in Bohemia.
Compared to their colleagues in Western Europe,
they were not professionals in the true sense
of the word. These composers received the rudiments
of their musical training at particular schools, in which
practicing music and the basics of theory formed
a signiﬁcant part of the curriculum. From their

Chrudim, c. 1620

early childhood, these pupils of municipal schools
performed as choristers at parish churches, singing
morning masses and afternoon vespers, yet they
were also engaged in other ceremonies, including
requiem masses and funerals, as well as in local
social events. After their voices had broken, when
reaching maturity, they joined literary brotherhoods,
guild-type societies associating citizens possessing
literary and musical education, who sang together
at Sunday and Rorate masses. For their needs, these
men purchased from Prague copying workshops
expensive graduals, in whose illuminations we can
often ﬁnd portraits of the brotherhood members
and scenes from the life of contemporary society, or
more ordinary hymn-books, and manuscripts of polyphonic
music, which they largely itemised according to voices
into part-books (Stimmbuch). From the 1570s on, these
music sources included compositions of Czech
origin, many of them set to Czech texts, whose
creators – increasingly often named – were musically
skilled members of the literary brotherhoods. Thus
we have available the names of late-Renaissance
Czech composers about whose lives we have very
little information. Some names occur solitarily or
sporadically, while others – among them Pavel
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Spongopaeus Jistebnický, Ondřej Chrysoponus
Jevíčský, Jan Simonides Montanus and Jan Trojan
Turnovský – often appear in sources throughout
Bohemia and even emerge in foreign manuscripts. An
exceptional position, primarily owing to the number
of compositions, is occupied by Jiří Rychnovský.
Když jsi v štěstí pohlídej k konci /
Think of the end while you are happy
Writing about Jiří Rychnovský is a rather diﬃcult
task. Notwithstanding his being mentioned on
numerous occasions in Czech musicological and
historical literature, we have very limited information
as to his life. Rychnovský was born circa 1540
in the town of Rychnov nad Kněžnou, where today
he is commemorated by a memorial plaque created
by the sculptor and medal-maker Jiří Kolářský
and placed in 1990 on the front wall of the 1602
Renaissance bell tower by the Church of the Most
Holy Trinity. We know nothing about his childhood.
In all likelihood, Rychnovský studied at Charles
University in Prague. From 1570 (or 1572) until his
death, he lived and worked in Chrudim, initially
serving as an organist and cantor, then as the choir
master at the deanery church and ultimately also
as a reeve. Naturally, he was a member of the local
literary brotherhood, and for many years sat on
the municipal council. Although he spent a long time
in Chrudim, not a single music source documenting
his life and work in the town has been preserved, or
at least none has been discovered. Rychnovský was
an Utraquist by religion, and his two sons – Jan and
the aforementioned Václav – were brought up to
follow the same doctrine. His signature is preserved
in the Chrudim Ultraquist hymn-book dating from
1582.
Znamenej křesťan věrný /
Remember, faithful Christian
Jiří Rychnovský’s preserved oeuvre amounts to eight
complete compositions. Seven of them are included
in a single autograph of Czech origin, which contains
all the parts and hails from the St. Michael Church
in Prague’s New Town. It concerns four parody masses
for ﬁve voices, written to the motifs of motets by
various composers (Missa super Mariae Magdalenae,
super Dum complerentur, super Et valde mane and
super Quem vidistis pastores), two cycles of propria
missae for ﬁve voices (in Dominica Pentecostes,
in Dedicatione Ecclesiae) and the motet for ﬁve
voices Znamenej křesťan věrný (Remember, Faithful
Christian). A full-page illustration in a hymn-book
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hailing from the city of Hradec Králové (Königgrätz),
which will be dealt with at a later juncture, contains
another complete Rychnovský piece, the psalm
paraphrase Decantabat populus for four voices. His
other preserved compositions are not complete. With
a single exception, the said motet, none of his works
to Czech texts has been preserved in a form that
includes all the voices.
Prorokovali proroci co se stalo o půlnoci /
The prophets had foretold that which happened
at midnight
In his compositional technique, Jiří Rychnovský
brought to bear his knowledge of the creations
of representatives of the fourth generation
of Dutch composers, particularly Jacob Clemens
non Papa (his motet Mariae Magdalena served
as a model for Rychnovský’s masses) and Nicolas
Gombert. The music of the two spread to Bohemia
through prints, anthologies of motets and mass
ordinaries, most of them produced in Nuremberg.
Rychnovský drew upon their conception of melody,
their ideal of contrapuntal leading of voices and
the method of working with the text, especially
as regards the inner division of the composition and
the representation of the contents of the set words
(rhetorical ﬁgures). Judging by his pieces preserved
in a number of Czech manuscripts, in which he
is stated under the initials G. R., his most proliﬁc
period was between 1570 and 1590. We know all his
compositions owing to period copies. The incipits
of the texts of several of his Czech pieces are used
as the titles dividing the sections of the present article.
None of his pieces was printed.
Temnosti staly jsou se po všeliké zemi /
Darkness fell upon the whole land
As mentioned above, Jiří Rychnovský had two
sons – Václav and Jan. Václav became a renowned
organist and served at the St. Henry Church
in Prague’s New Town. His performance artistry
gave rise to a legend related to the cause of his
sudden death. As stated in Dlabacz’s dictionary
characteristics quoted in the introduction to this
text, he was invited to play as a guest in the town
of Český Brod (Böhmischbrod), yet he died shortly
after the performance. The mention of savage
venom, “atqvealiqvis saeva venena dedit”, in the memorial
poem penned by his friend Jonáš Pelarg resulted
in dramatic explanations in the literature: “His life
untimely ended before he had reached thirty years of age: he
gave an organ concert in Český Brod, and the next day he

suddenly dropped dead. His friends arrived at the conclusion
that he had been poisoned by his vile rivals who could not match
his artistry.” (Jan Blahoslav Čapek). Yet the reality
was probably more prosaic, as Václav Rychnovský
had already fallen ill en route to Český Brod and
passed away as a consequence of his ailment three
days following his organ performance (on 20
September 1606). Jiří Rychnovský’s second son,
Jan, was a citizen of Chrudim, and was a member
of the municipal council shortly before the fateful
Battle of White Mountain in 1620. Afterwards, he
left Bohemia, evidently in connection with the forced
re-Catholicisation of the country, which culminated
in the Renewed Land Ordinances, published in 1627 and
1628.
Nastal nám den veselý /
Our merry day arrived
One of the best-known and most frequently
published illustrations in connection with
the history of Czech musical culture is a group
portrait (see the pictorial supplement) that is placed
on the 4b folio of the ﬁrst volume of the gradual
in the possession of the literary brotherhood
in Hradec Králové (East Bohemia Museum, Hradec
Králové, shelf-mark: II A 13). It depicts three men
amidst a peculiarly conceived milieu. The central
ﬁgure is a scrivener rewriting a notation of a music
composition, while sitting at a table with simple
scribal tools. In the background, almost hidden
in the shadow, two men observe him. One of them,
standing close by a column, holds a colour wheel
with hues and brushes. The other, suspiciously ruddy,
holds in his left hand a scroll and with the right
hand points beyond the illumination’s main scene to
a humbly dressed male singer, who holds a part-book
with music notation. The three men are consistently
referred to in the literature as the scrivener Matěj
(Matouš) Litoměřický, the illustrator Matouš
Radouš and the composer Jiří Rychnovský.
The full-page illumination is interesting in numerous
respects. The composition of the central scene
itself is extraordinary, revealing its being inspired
“from without”. In a way, it resembles some
mannerist representations of the bathing Susanna.
The architecture in the background, as well
as the landscape, is basically fantastic, ranking
alongside the scenes depicted by the artists at
the court of Emperor Rudolf II. Particularly
interesting in terms of musical iconography are
the scenes at the edge of the illumination, featuring
angels, putti, men audaciously clad in “Antique”
attire and women in Renaissance dresses in various,

partially stylised, yet, for the most part, very realistic
situations, corresponding to the contemporary
performance of, above all instrumental, music.
The instruments (from the left upper edge
clockwise: the lute, zink, viola da gamba, quintern,
bass pommer, positive organ, alto pommer, tenor
trombone, and, probably, another zink) and
the singer with a part-book are also represented
in an entirely realistic manner, including airlocks,
strings, holes and the manner of playing. By and
large, the painter knew how, and on what, music was
performed, or he must have painted according to an
informed model. What is more, the painter added to
the picture that which bears testimony to the period
music performance, depicting, for instance, “holding”
by other persons of the sheet for the musicians
whose hands were busy (see the bottom corner
of the illumination).
The identity of the men painted in the illumination
can only be determined by looking into the actual
manuscript. The backrest of the chair on which
the scrivener sits bears an inscription in golden
colour, Math. Litom. Other names are similarly written
on the plinth of the column by which the two
ﬁgures stand: Math: Radau . Boh. P(ictor) and Geor:
Richnovinus Composi(tor). The illustration also includes
an inscription above the top of the wall that divides
the interior from the landscape. A frame contains
the following words: Omnis spiritus laudet Dominu(m),
the ﬁnal verse of Psalm 150. We can thus assume that
this motto inspired the landscape’s composition: the
rising smoke as a symbol of prayer, and the praying
man on his knees in the foreground.
Jezu Kriste vykupiteli /
Jesus Christ, our redeemer
Jiří Rychnovský’s pieces spread by means of copies
through Czech towns. They gained popularity
owing to their vocal casting, scope and conception,
including the melodic invention, satisfying the needs
of the literary brotherhoods of the time. Since
only men and boys sang in literary brotherhoods,
the vocal range of these compositions, performed
by similar or “equal” (ad aequles) voices, was not
large. Jiří Rychnovský’s works have been preserved
in autographs that were the property of the literary
brotherhoods in Hradec Králové, Jaroměř, Prague,
Rokycany, Rakovník, Klatovy, Sedlčany and Ledeč
nad Sázavou. Remarkably, his works have also
been found in Slovak manuscripts, in Bardejov,
for instance. The overwhelming majority of his
compositions have been preserved in fragments,
which makes it diﬃcult to assess their quality. Yet
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his contemporaries recognised Jiří Rychnovský
as a distinguished, skilful and celebrated composer
(Musicus celeber).

Music at the court of Karl of Liechtenstein,
during the Rudolﬁne era
Vladimír Maňas
After the fashion of court ensembles of trumpeters,
aristocrats in the Renaissance era employed consorts
that mainly performed music for entertainment
purposes. During the course of the 16th century,
similar ensembles were formed in all the bigger
towns and they also performed in churches. Within
the Renaissance context, the term “Kapelle” (chapel)
exclusively refers to a music ensemble belonging to
a court chapel, thus serving for liturgical purposes.
A unique and major institution in this respect
in the Czech lands was the music ensemble at
the court of Rudolf II, with the only other formation
of this type being the ensemble of the chapel of Duke
Albrecht von Wallenstein, made up of seven singers
and an organist, as listed in his court’s 1630 inventory.
The cultural impact of the Imperial Court
in Prague on the Margraviate of Moravia can,
for the time being, be best manifested using
the example of the wealthiest local magnate, Karl
von Liechtenstein (1569–1627). In all likelihood,
his music ensemble was only established upon
his being appointed the provincial governor
(Landeshauptmann) in 1604 and went on to serve
in its original form for merely six to eight years,
although it is evident that some musicians were still
serving at the Liechtenstein court in the second and
third decades of the 17th century. So as to get a better
picture of the situation, however, we should return
back to the end of the 16th century.
By marrying the daughters of the last member
of the prominent Boskovice family, Karl and his
brother Maximilian duly joined the ranks of the most
aﬄuent Moravian noblemen at the turn of the 16th
and 17th centuries. Another signiﬁcant step in Karl’s
career was his (and his brother’s) conversion to
Catholicism, which he proclaimed in public at
the Jesuit Church of the Assumption of the Virgin
Mary in Brno. The ceremony, which took place on
All Saints’ Day in 1599, was also attended by Francis,
Cardinal of Dietrichstein, Bishop of Olomouc and
papal legate.
In the said year, a gentleman, one Karl von Liechtenstein,
the proprietor of Valtice, who had taken the daughter of Jan
Šembera for his wife, betrayed his ancestors and, for the sake
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Karl von Liechtenstein

of secular glory, repudiated his evangelic religion and converted
to the Roman Catholic Church, bringing his wife and brother
to the same religion, then pursued great religions tyranny over
the people, particularly his subjects, not even sparing his own
mother, who, not allowed by him to freely profess her faith, was
forced to ﬂee from him to another land. And so, for these reasons,
he was granted a blessing from the Jesuits and the Pope, who
in reward for his services recommended that Rudolf, Holy Roman
Emperor, appoint him his privy councillor; whereupon he served
the Emperor as the head of the province of Moravia, doing great
harm to the inhabitants of that land.
In addition to this elucidating characterisation
provided by a contemporary Brno observer, worthy
of mention too is a collection of Latin and Italian
poems (songs) celebrating the Liechtenstein brothers’
conversion to Catholicism, published in Verona (!)
in 1601. A copy has been preserved and maintained
at the Moravian Library in Brno. Even though
the circumstances of the book’s origination are still
unknown, we can consider it one of the numerous
documents serving to prove the interconnection
between Moravia and Italy at the end of the 16th and
the beginning of the 17th centuries.
His conversion to Catholicism indeed primarily
resulted in Liechtenstein’s being appointed to the top
oﬃces at the Imperial Court in Prague. The account
of episodes from Karl’s life alone is reminiscent
of reading the tabloid press (the temporary closure

of the Minorite Monastery in Brno in 1597, feuds
over huge properties of some other monastery, his
love aﬀair with Maria Manrique de Lara in Prague at
the beginning of the 17th century).
In May 1600, Karl von Lichtenstein was named
a member of the Imperial Privy Council and
in September of that year he was provisionally
appointed to the post of Rudolf II’s Chief
Hofmeister, by right of which he became
a representative of a group of courtiers, including
several musicians, who did not directly fall within
the court chapel (Hans Leo Hassler, Carlo Ardesi,
Nicolaus Zangius). In October 1602, Karl von
Liechtenstein left the court for ﬁrst time, yet soon
returned, in December of that year. In August 1603,
he surprisingly left the court in Prague again, for
Moravia, so as to supervise his manors there.
There are numerous indicia bearing witness to Karl
von Liechtenstein’s contacts with the Imperial Court
musicians in Prague. The Kapellmeister Philippe de
Monte dedicated to him his ninth book of madrigals
for six voices, which was published in Venice in 1603.
The 1608 inventory of musical instruments and
compositions compiled at the Prostějov Chateau, one
of Karl von Liechtenstein’s multiple residences, lists
a virginal, a keyboard instrument from the Imperial
organist Charles Luython (most likely an instrument
built by him), as well as printed and, primarily,
manuscript scores of court musicians, headed by
Philippe de Monte and Charles Luython.
In January 1604, Karl von Liechtenstein was
appointed to the post of provincial governor
(Landeshauptmann) of Moravia. His decision to
set up his own ensemble may have reﬂected his
having been inﬂuenced by the Imperial Court
in Prague and the necessity to represent himself
appropriately as the top Moravian oﬃcer. No later
than in the autumn of 1604, Karl von Liechtenstein
hired the German composer Nicolaus Zangius (1570–
1617) as his Kapellmeister, at the annual wage of 200
gulden. At the time, Zangius was not only a member
of Rudolf II’s court, he also served as Kapellmeister
of the Lutheran Marienkirche in the Hanseatic town
of Danzig (Gdansk).
The evidence suggests that in the autumn of 1604
the Prince of Liechtenstein sent Zangius to Vienna
to purchase sheet music, which he probably did
in person from the merchant Martin Keyl for
the total amount of 124 gulden. Given the immensity
of the sum, and with regard to the mentioned 1608
inventory, it would seem that Zangius bought all
the music prints available on the market at the time.
Yet this huge volume of sheet music, encompassing
the majority of the contemporary genres, may be

more related to Karl von Liechtenstein’s endeavour
to put together an exquisite collection than to his
ensemble’s versatility. A number of the materials
were expensive, folio-format prints, which were
furnished by the Mikulov bookbinder with leather
covers bearing the Liechtenstein family emblem
(supralibros). Through another Viennese merchant,
the Prince ordered in Venice musical instruments from
one Bernardo Rossi for 54 gulden. Soon afterwards,
another almost 10 gulden were outlaid on instruments
that may have been bought by Zangius in person.
In parallel with these acquisitions, an ensemble was
being formed. The best evidence of its size can be
found in indirect records, pertaining to purchases
of shoes, clothes, laundry costs, etc. On 27 November
1604, a locksmith was paid for the delivery of 12 new
keys to the musicians’ room (Music Jungen Cammer) at
the Lednice Chateau, which served as the dwelling
for 10 to 12 apprentices, trumpeters who could also
play other instruments. The Liechtenstein account
book dating from 1605 includes at least nine names
of these young musicians, and in May of that year
it mentions the purchase from a Prostějov cobbler
of 12 pairs of shoes for the trainees. Moreover,
the Liechtenstein court employed the organist
Daniel Hoﬀman, at the annual salary of 35
gulden; the trumpeter Hans Röttel, with the high
annual wage of 100 gulden; the aforementioned
Kapellmeister, Nicolaus Zangius; and his subordinate,
Ludwig Raidl (Reidl), who was also a musician.
The 1606 accounts for the ﬁrst time include
the lutenist Petr Kapoun, allegedly an Imperial Court
musician, and a cornetto player, only ﬁled under
the name of Jeroným.
The representative ensemble, made up
of approximately 14 to 15 musicians, was amply
suﬃcient to give performances of secular
instrumental pieces, numerous intradas and other
compositions, which are listed in the 1608 inventory.
This book also bears witness to the ensemble’s
representative nature and the versatility of its
members. The ensemble had available three
keyboard instruments (a regal and two virginals),
a host of wind instruments, including three sackbuts,
a dulcian and 23 types of cornetto, as well as 13 string
instruments. Mainly used for plenum performances
were woodwind instruments with a piercing sound –
the shawm, crumhorns, the pommer and the rackett.
Striking too is the quantity of trumpets, particularly
serving for performances of intradas. The 1608
Liechtenstein inventory lists a total of 24 trumpets,
as well as the necessary pair of timpani and taﬀeta
draperies for instruments with an embroidered
princely coat-of-arms.
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The currently known sources support the assumption
that Karl von Liechtenstein sustained his music
ensemble above all for the sake of representation,
which may also be suggested by what appears to
be the short time of its existence, primarily bound
to the period of his holding the oﬃce of provincial
governor; the Liechtenstein documents from
the second and third decades of the 17th century only
mention individual musicians, with just the organist
receiving a regular wage. Nor does the relatively
extensive preserved correspondence attest to
the Prince’s being personally interested in music and
musicians.
As the Landeshauptmann of Moravia, Liechtenstein
at least prided himself in his ensemble at the time
of the provincial parliament’s session in Ungarisch
Hradisch (Uherské Hradiště) in the summer
of 1606, and we can assume that the musicians
performed during the congresses in Brno.
Consequently, Zangius soon took his bearings
in the hierarchy of the Moravian nobility, and hence
dedicated his sheet music collections dating from
between 1609 and 1612, when he was no longer
unambiguously connected with the Liechtenstein
court, to the members of Karl’s wider family from
Žerotín. Yet no other permanent ensemble than
that of Liechtenstein’s has been documented to
have existed in Moravia. A letter to Zangius from
Jan Diviš of Žerotín bears witness to the fact that
he himself had neither musicians nor musical
instruments available, while when it comes to
Ladislav Velen of Žerotín and Jan Jetřich, Jr.,
of Žerotín and Strážnice, their interest in music is
indicated by the preserved sheets.
In 1612, Zangius’s set of motets for six voices, under
the then common title Cantiones Sacrae, was published
in Vienna. He dedicated his one and only collection
of this type to Hynek Junior Bruntálský of Vrbno,
on the occasion of whose marriage to Bohunka
of Žerotín three years previously Zangius had written
a motet for eight voices, which was printed in Breslau
(Wrocław). In the mentioned year, 1612, Zangius
entered the services of the Elector of Brandenburg
as his Kapellmeister, allegedly with the generous
annual salary of 1,000 gulden. Upon assuming his
new post, Zangius made use of his old contacts. He
brought to Berlin four trumpeters from Prague
and in the next year he hired another 24 musicians.
Period sources reveal that between 1614 and 1616
the Liechtenstein trumpeter Mikuláš Rašek too
appeared as a guest at the Brandenburg court.
For obscure reasons, in the summer of 1617 Zangius,
employed as Kapellmeister at several prominent
Central European courts, returned to Moravia
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(the new Kapellmeister in Berlin only assumed his
post in February 1619). The book of probate assets
of Olomouc citizens contains an entry dated 15
June 1617, referring to the scanty personal eﬀects
of the “musicus” Nicolaus Zangius, with the most
noteworthy of them being four gulden in cash and
a chest containing letters.
The most signiﬁcant evidence of the musical culture
in Moravia during the Rudolﬁne era thus remains
the 1608 Prostějov list of sheet music and musical
instruments, and the preserved Zangius compositions.
To date, the quest for an extensive set of music
materials has been fruitless, while the absence
of any mentions in later sources may suggest that
the collection perished during the ﬁre at the Prostějov
Chateau upon the invasion of the Swedish forces
in 1643. Zangius’s motets, documented back in 1608
in the Prostějov inventory and primarily preserved
through the mentioned publication in Vienna, may
take the listener back to the beginning of the 17th
century, the time prior to the great commotion. Some
of Zangius’s motets are of a distinctly instrumental
character, evoking the interplay of cornettos and
sanckbuts in particular. The psalm-based motet Deus
misereatur nostril for two choirs, published in Bautzen
in 1602 to mark the wedding of the Elector of Saxony,
is striking not only owing to its great range (C2–G5),
but also the musical eruption at the words “then
shall the earth yield her increase”, as though Zangius
had a bitter foreboding of the outbreak of the Thirty
Years’ War, which he himself did not live to
experience.

Dance in the Rudolﬁne era
Hana Tillmanová
A diﬀerent time, a diﬀerent dance
The speciﬁc form of late-Renaissance dances
was totally diﬀerent to that of today’s ballroom
dancing. They did not feature the partners’ close
embracing, which would have been something
totally unacceptable in the then noble society
and, with regard to the contemporary elaborate
and voluminous clothing, rather uncomfortable
as well. The most popular forms were stately dances
for couples, for instance, the pavane, passamezzo and
allemande, during which the man led the woman on his
right side, holding her hand, and gallantly attending
to the lady’s comfort. In other dances, the partners
did not hold on to each other at all, dancing face to
face, drawing near and then apart, circling around
each other, or in sophisticated variations taking turns

Giacomo Franco: Dance at a ducal palace, 1590
(left)
Negri’s manual Nuove Inventioni di balli, 1604:
illustration for the Alta Visconte dance

in performing solo creations of reﬁned steps and
courteous movements and gestures.
In general, we can say that Renaissance dance was
dominated by diversity. In addition to ceremonious
dances, which formed a digniﬁed framework
of festive events, and complex choreographic
creations, conceived by dance masters, there were
energetic and leaping types of dances, in which
proﬁcient individuals could show oﬀ their skills
learned at dance lessons, as well as very simple group
dances, in which the participants formed a circle or
moved in a chain, which were mainly pursued by
the common people and townsfolk. Yet they were
also popular among the aristocracy, who wanted to
have fun.
Dance evidently thrived during the reign of Emperor
Rudolf II, with various types enjoying general
popularity. The scale of the dances people engaged
in was wide indeed. The individual countries
of Europe had their own typical dances, which were
introduced elsewhere by itinerant musicians and
numerous travellers, who had got to know foreign
regions and their customs and manners. A record
of the Merry Brotherhood of St. Margaret in Louny
(1600) contains a testimony of one of its members,
claiming that he dances “... all kinds of capers, Czech,
German, English, Jewish, Tartar … as they were customary at
the time.”
Dancing in the Italian style
The most valued was the Italian dance art, which
was viewed with great admiration. The Italian
style was known throughout Europe, including
the lands of the Kingdom of Bohemia, and was

among the skills required of those who were
eager to demonstrate their culture and reﬁnement.
This extremely accomplished and exquisite style
developed from the ﬁrst half of the 16th century and
continued to remain in favour until the 17th century.
The speciﬁc dances were rather tricky and
complicated, placing high demands on both
the performance and memory of the dancers,
who had to know and master as many as several
dozen types of steps, their variations and elegant
movements, some of which only diﬀered in minor
details. So as to encompass these dances, those who
wished to execute them faultlessly had to spend hour
upon hour at lessons given by dance masters, which,
however, not everyone could aﬀord to pay for.
Accordingly, proﬁciency in the Italian dance style
represented a notable form of social prestige.
When participants in an event gave evidence that
the dancers devoted to “Italian dance”, it indicated
a highly respectable occasion. During the wedding
celebrations in 1555 in Plzeň, the gentlemen dancing
“Italian style” were even joined by the Viceroy,
Archduke of Austria Ferdinand, son of Ferdinand
I, the Holy Roman Emperor. It is not documented
that the “Italian dances” were also practised by
Czech ladies, although they too were familiar with
the style, as they were performed at social events for
their pleasure. To all appearances, they only watched,
while the female positions in the dances were taken
by men clad in women’s clothes. Such was also
the case of the famous performance on 5 February
1617 in Prague which entered the history of dance
and theatre under the title Phasma Dionysiacum
Pragense, held at Prague Castle in honour of Emperor
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Matthias and his wife Anna by the Czech
nobleman Vilém Slavata, the future Chamberlain
of the Kingdom of Bohemia, who himself danced,
in woman’s attire, in the show together with other
aristocrats.
A gentleman’s matter
Active interest on the part of gentlemen and cavaliers
in dance was another signiﬁcant diﬀerence as against
the present time. There were several reasons
for their penchant, with one of the main being
the opportunity to be more often in the presence
of women and gain their favour. Thoinot Arbeau,
the author of the treatise Orchésographie (1589), arrived
at the conclusion that dance in orderly society played
an indispensable role and, when participating in this
type of activity, those considering marriage could
acquire relevant information about their companions:
not only about their behaviour but also their physical
dispositions – physique, health, whether their limbs
were in good order, and even whether they found
their smell agreeable.
What is more, dance was also an excellent form
of physical exercise in which men could apply their
skill and strength. In some dances, cavaliers were
assigned complicated steps and diﬃcult variations,
particularly in the galliard, which was an extremely
popular, and perhaps the most widely practised,
dance during the Renaissance period. The title itself
indicates that it was primarily intended for men,
as the Italian word “gagliardo” means “vigorous,
strong, stalwart, dashing, burly, bold, courageous”.
The galliard was danced in many countries in Europe
and it enchanted even the most powerful and
highest echelons of society. As documented, it was
also favoured by England’s Queen Elizabeth, while
the French kings used to enjoy watching galliard
performances and would generously reward the ﬁnest
dancers. It has also been documented that one
of the most feted 16th-century commanders, Don
Juan d’Austria, the brother of Philip II of Spain,
amused himself by dancing the galliard on board his
ship during the military campaign against the ﬂeet
of the Ottoman Empire, which he decisively defeated
at the Battle of Lepanto in 1571.
The Habsburgs and dance
The members of the House of Habsburg too deemed
the art of dance important. Owing to their close
links with Italy, also strengthened through marriages,
they were well acquainted with Italian culture
and well aware of the signiﬁcance of court parties,
in which dance played an irreplaceable role. That is
why the Habsburg courts employed Italian dance
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masters, and the Italian dance style and respective
social manners were an integral part of the education
and upbringing of courtiers and pages, as well
as archduchesses and princes, the future empresses
and emperors.
Rudolf II himself was a dexterous dancer and was
thoroughly familiar with the Italian style. When
in 1563, at the age of 11, he and his younger brother,
Ernest, were sent to the Spanish royal court to
complete their education, they stopped en route
in Milan. During their sojourn in Italy the boys
attended dance lessons with the most celebrated local
master, Cesare Negri. We can presume that the two
princes continued to learn dance at the Spanish
court, where at the time several Italian dance
masters worked. Rudolf and Ernest subsequently
presented their dance skills at the celebrations
marking the wedding of their uncle, Archduke
Charles of Styria, and Maria of Bavaria in Vienna.
On the evening of 26 August 1571, they performed
in the Dance of Stars, to music composed by
the court Kapellmeister, Philippe de Monte.

Juan Pantoja de la Cruz: Don Juan d’Austria, c. 1570

Cesare Negri, an image from Nuove Inventioni
di balli, 1604 (left)
A gentleman asks a lady to dance, an illustration
from Nuove Inventioni di balli, 1604

Teachers of dukes and kings
The Italian dance masters called the subject of their
profession virtù del ballare, which can be translated
as “virtue of dance”. The use of the word “virtue”
clearly bears witness to the esteem and respect they
attached to their craft, of which they duly convinced
even the most powerful people of their time.
In the 16th century, the profession of dance master
not only provided one with a decent standard
of living, it also entailed the possibility of getting
into contact with prominent and high-born
persons, winning their favour and thus also gaining
considerable prestige and fortune. Italian dance
masters were engaged at European courts and
the careers of some of them was truly staggering,
alluring others to follow suit. Pompeo Diobono, who
was assigned at the French court with the position
of tutor of the Duke of Orléans, the future King
Charles IX, not only was paid a generous wage
by the monarch but he also received from other
aristocrats “… within a short time so many presents that it is
not even possible to count them.” Ambrosio Bontempo,
who served as a dance master from the late 1580s
at the court of the Duke of Styria and taught his
children dance and social manners, was in 1608
ennobled.
Other Italian dance masters led acclaimed and
sought-after schools. The most famous of them was
the aforementioned Cesare Negri, who founded
and directed for decades a dance academy in Milan
and was in close contact with the local rulers, for
whose pleasure and for representation purposes he
created dance performances in honour of prominent
visitors to the city, including, for instance, Margaret
of Austria, Queen of Spain (1598), and the Infanta

Isabella of Spain, her husband Albrecht von
Habsburg, and Cardinal of the Holy Roman Church
Franz Seraph von Dietrichstein (1599).
Dance literature
In terms of dance history, the Rudolﬁne era has
bequeathed us a relatively large number of highquality dance literature collections, the majority
of them hailing from Italy. The most noteworthy
among them include printed treatises penned by
the celebrated masters Fabritio Caroso and Cesare
Negri, describing in detail the dance steps and
variations, speciﬁc dances, as well as the modes
of behaviour expected to be observed by ladies
and gentlemen at social events. Caroso wrote two
collections: Il Ballarino (The Dancer, 1581) and
Nobiltà di Dame (The Nobility of Ladies, 1600); Negri
penned one work, which was published twice under
diﬀerent titles: Le Gratie d’Amore (The Graces of Love,
1602) and Nuove Inventioni di Balli (New Inventions
of Dance, 1604). A copy of Negri’s second manual
is maintained at the National Library in Prague,
as part of a convolute dating from the early 17th
century (today under shelf-mark 11 B 41), which
was in the possession of the Imperial Councillor
Franciscus Godefridus Troilus à Lessoth.
Virtually all Italian dance collections hailed from
Italy. One of the exceptions is a manuscript treatise
written in the 1570s by Evangelista Papazzone,
a dance master who served at the court of Rudolf
II in Prague. Until recently unknown to Czech
researchers, this manuscript provides an invaluable
testimony to the Italian dance culture in relation
to Bohemia, and is currently being thoroughly
scrutinised.
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Martina Janková
Janáček
Moravian Folk Songs
Martina Janková – soprano, Tomáš
Král – baritone, Ivo Kahánek – piano.
Text: English, German, French,
Czech. Recorded: Oct. 2014, Apr. 2015.
Released: 2015. TT: 83:27. DDD.
1 CD Supraphon SU 4183-2.

T

he new Supraphon CD Janáček:
Moravian Folk Songs has been heralded by
the label as the latest album of the soprano
Martina Janková, yet it is the fruit
of a precious interpretational consonance
and collaboration of three artists. Over
the past decade, the baritone Tomáš
Král has risen to become one of the most
sought-after early-music singers, while
the superlative pianist Ivo Kahánek
needs no introduction whatsoever. One
could say that they are a seemingly
disparate trio. Yet when the listeners
ignore the musical labelling of “Mozart
singer” or “piano virtuoso”, and when they
approach Janáček’s songs as openly as do
the performers themselves, they simply
cannot be untouched by the recording.
The album leans on a splendidly built
dramaturgical arch, bringing to bear all
the emotions and moods harboured
in Janáček’s Hukvaldy Song and Moravian
Folk Poetry in Songs – the melancholia
of unfulﬁlled love, the nostalgia for lost love,
the desire for the love yet to be discovered,
despair, avidity and other states of the mind
and the body, which folk poetry is capable
of expressing in allegory and in truth.
Although Janáček’s songs have been
featured on many a lyric album, precious
few artists have compiled an entire album
of them. In this case, comparison with
Dagmar Pecková and Ivan Kusnjer’s double
album Janáček: Moravian Folk Poetry
(Supraphon, 1994) offers itself instantly.
The differences between the two projects

rest in the character of the individual
singers’ voices alone, as well as the focus
of their repertoires – Pecková and
Kusnjer’s account of Janáček’s songs
is more earthy, more point-blank and
more dramatic. One of the most striking
facets of the new album is the symbiosis
among all three of the artists. The voices
of Martina Janková and Tomáš Král ﬁt
together in timbre terms, with perhaps both
of them having reaped the beneﬁts of their
experience with early music, yet above
all they make the best of their sense for
the needs of each and every piece. Both
of them approach Janáček’s music with
a concentration on detail, with a delicate
perception of the phrasing, the bel canto
tone latitude and, ﬁrst and foremost, with
the craft of communicating the emotions.
And Ivo Kahánek has matured into
a superb piano partner indeed.
Michaela Vostřelová

Vilém Veverka
Vivaldi – Bach – Telemann
Oboe Concertos
Vilém Veverka – oboe, Dominik
Wollenweber – oboe (Vivaldi,
RV 535), Barbara Maria Willi –
harpsichord, Ensemble 18+.
Recorded: Apr. 2015, Church
of the Evangelical Church
of the Czech Brethren in Prague –
Vinohrady. Released: 2015. TT: 67:14.
DDD. 1 CD Supraphon SU 4188-2.

T

he oboist Vilém Veverka can no longer
be referred to as merely a young and
extraordinarily gifted musician (he is also
a photographer and mountaineer). Over
a relatively short time, he has become
an established artist, one of the ﬁnest
Central European oboists, and he has
been entering middle age. Veverka has
made a series of admirable albums; for
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instance, the brilliant Tribute To A Lost
Generation, a disc featuring Telemann
and Britten’s music, and the atmospheric
Risonanza. This year, his discography has
been extended with a recording of pieces
by three Baroque giants: Vivaldi, Bach
and Telemann. Right at the beginning, it is
appropriate to mention the surprisingly
good accompaniment delivered by
Ensemble 18+ and the impeccable
harpsichord support provided by
the seasoned Barbara Maria Willi, who
certainly afforded the soloist the feeling
of freedom, as well as the necessary
buttress.
What are my impressions of the album,
without having had the previous opportunity
to observe the recording? Particularly
that of the thoughtful differentiation
of the three musical worlds, which may
seem identical yet are concurrently original
in their own right. When leaving aside
Bach, whose compositional poetics
perhaps surpass everything, Telemann and
Vivaldi too are rather differently conceived
by the performers. Veverka’s exceptional
musicality is absolutely evident, as are
his clear opinions and all the participants’
spontaneity. As well as their endeavour
for technical precision. It would seem that
the recording process was joyful… Even
though a few bars give me the feeling
that the recording director could have
been more meticulous, it is a minor matter,
as listening to Veverka’s oboe is a true
delight, a spiritual experience even. I for
myself see the centre of the album as being
the Bach concertos (the oboe version
becomes them immensely), yet actually
each of the tracks possesses a unique
atmosphere, which results in the elevation
of the whole to an above-standard level.
In Vivaldi’s Concerto in D minor for two
oboes, Veverka has found an ideal partner
in Dominik Wollenweber, otherwise
an English horn player of the Berliner
Philharmoniker, with their collaboration
coming across as telepathically accurate.
I could at this juncture compare the playing
of Vilém Veverka with that of his European
colleagues, such as François Leleux,
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Albrecht Mayer or Ramón Ortega Quero,
whose style comes across as slightly
softer, more pliant, yet it would be simply
malicious to reproach the Czech musician
for possessing a different character of tone,
greater vigour and a different approach
to the phrasing. Veverka’s performance
style is simply more straightforward and
undoubtedly singular indeed. Whereas
the soloist’s account cannot be found fault
with in any respect, I do feel somewhat
perplexed by the philosophy of the audio
recording. By and large, with music of this
type, I simply enjoy the smoother sound
of some other labels. But that is a purely
personal matter, and the musicians,
the recording director and the sound
engineer are certainly of a different opinion.
(My feeling may have in part been given
rise to by the selection of the recording
space. Had the album been recorded
at the Dvořák Hall of the Rudolﬁnum,
the sound would have been different,
and it would not have been necessary
to make additional modiﬁcations, which
I suspect were carried out.) A good
impression is given by the graphic design,
the photographs and the accompanying
notes… Beyond dispute, the present
album is the most accomplished recording
of Baroque pieces for oboe by Czech
musicians that I have ever heard.
Luboš Stehlík

Viktor Ullmann
Schwer ist’s, das Schöne
zu lassen
Irena Troupová – soprano,
Jan Dušek – piano.
Text: Czech, German, English.
Recorded: 2014–2015, Benátky nad
Jizerou. Released: 2015. TT: 52:00,
60:30. 2 CDs. Arco Diva UP0176 2 131
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E

ven though the music of the “Terezín
composers” has of late been enjoying ever
increasing popularity both in the Czech
Republic and abroad, Viktor Ullmann’s
songs have been scarcely heard on
a concert stage. The main reason
for this regrettable situation is their
difﬁcult intonation and challenging vocal
performance, which has also resulted
in the low number of their recordings.
Thus, all the more valuable in this light is
the unique album of the complete Ullmann
songs for soprano and piano, Schwer ist´s,
das schöne zu lassen (It’s Hard To Leave
Beauty), released this year by Arco Diva.
The formidable task of recording these
pieces was undertaken by the soprano
Irena Troupová, known for her versatility,
pure intonation and bright, colourful
voice. When glancing at the CD pack,
the ﬁrst thing that strikes one is its sheer
bulk. The booklet contains a detailed
account of Ullmann’s life and work, as well
as the lyrics of all the songs, in Czech,
English and German. Plaudits to Vlasta
Reittererová, who wrote the sleevenotes
and translated the original texts. The album
comes across as a true tribute to the genius
composer. Ullmann’s oeuvre can be divided
into two groups – the works he wrote prior
to his being deported to the Terezín camp
on 8 September 1942, and the works he
created in Terezín between 1942 and 1944.
His creative path only came to an end when
he was transported to Auschwitz, on 16
October 1944. In this regard, the album’s
dramaturgy offers an interesting arch.
The ﬁrst CD opens with the song Wendla
im Garten, which Ullmann dedicated to
the painter Friedl Dicker-Brandeis, who gave
drawing lessons in Terezín and under whose
guidance a collection of children’s pictures
attesting to the tragedy of the youngest
victims of Nazism came into being. In all
likelihood, Ullmann had written the song
back in 1918, as a present for DickerBrandeis’s birthday. While in the Terezín
camp, he also ﬁrst set to music texts
in Yiddish, with the respective pieces
rounding off the album – the 3 Jiddische

Lieder, Op. 53. The ﬁrst integrated cycle
within the set (CD 1) is the 6 Lieder, Op.
17, to lyrics by Albert Steffen, the president
of the General Anthroposophical Society,
whose poems and dramas occupied
a special position in Ullmann’s work. CD
1 is concluded with the cycle of eight
Geistliche Lieder (Spiritual Songs), Op. 20,
including the highly emotional Marienlied
in the middle (No. 4). Ullmann dedicated
the individual songs to the people close to
him, thus affording them a very personal
strain. An important role in his works was
also played by female poets. The soprano
Irena Troupová has succeeded in bringing
to bear the songs’ lyrical beauty and drama.
CD 1 contains the cycle 5 Liebeslieder, Op.
26, to lyrics by Ricarda Octavia Huch, CD
2 includes the 3 Sonnets, Op. 29, to texts
from a Portuguese song-book, penned by
Ullmann’s favourite female poet, Elizabeth
Barrett-Browning. Performing these
pieces is a true challenge for any soprano,
as is the expressive music of the cycle 6
Sonnets, based on the lyrics by the 16thcentury French female poet Louïse Labé.
CD 2 starts with the song whose title
lends its name to the album itself, Schwer
ist´s, das schöne zu lassen, the one and
only preserved piece of the cycle of the 7
Elegien, Op. 8, for soprano and orchestra,
to Steffen’s text. Serving as diversiﬁcation is
the Little Cakewalk, set to a French nursery
rhyme and the only preserved song from
the cycle Chansons des enfants francaises.
The simple lyrics of the 1943 cycle
Chinesische Lieder express the despair
and grief of the last days Ullmann spent
in Terezín. By reﬂecting the gloom and
longing for beauty, also taking us to Terezín
is the cycle 3 Lieder, to Friedrich Hölderlin’s
texts, and the 2 Lieder der Trostung (Songs
of Consolation), composed in 1943 to lyrics
by Albert Steffen, which give the impression
that Ullmann were bidding farewell to his life.
Songs form a vital part of Ullmann’s oeuvre
and are fundamental for understanding
his musical idiom. His mastery rests
in the ability to render the texts’ message.
So as to attain a speciﬁc mood, Ullmann
does not spare the singer, placing

extraordinary requirements on frequent
and great changes in the voice’s register
and colour, foregrounding the expression,
drama, as well as the sound colour
contrasts, which are augmented by the large
interval leaps. Yet Irena Troupová has
managed to negotiate all these difﬁculties
with lightness, manifesting an absolute
comprehension of Ullmann’s musical
language and the content of the lyrics alike.
When listening to the album, we immerse
ourselves deeper into the composer’s
soul with every subsequent song, which
is also made possible owing to the pianist
Jan Dušek’s sensitive and sophisticated
accompaniment.
Markéta Vejvodová

Antonín Dvořák
Piano Trios
Piano Trio in B ﬂat, Op. 21;
Piano Trio in G minor, Op. 26;
Piano Trio in F minor, Op 65;
Piano Trio in E minor, Op. 90.
Gould Piano Trio: Lucy Gould
(violin), Alice Neary (cello),
Ben Frith (piano).
Text: English. Recorded: June 2011,
Music Room, Champs Hill, West
Sussex, UK. Released: 2012.
TT: 76.39 + 64.11. 2 CDs Champs Hill
Records – CHRCD034.

T

he second most recent complete album
of Antonín Dvořák’s piano trios (the most
recent, featuring the Trio di Parma, was
made for the label Concerto in 2012) was
recorded in a studio in 2011 by the Gould
Piano Trio, made up of the pianist Ben
Frith, the cellist Alice Neary and the violinist
Lucy Gould, after whom the ensemble is
named, for the UK’s Champs Hill Records.
If I am not mistaken, unlike in the case

of Dvořák’s symphonies, it is the very
ﬁrst complete recording of his piano trios
to have been made in the British Isles.
The artists were well aware of the stylistic
differences between the pieces, written
over the period of 15 years (between 1875
and 1890/1891), as they even proclaimed
in the sleeve note. I have read dozens
of similar statements, yet the Gould Piano
Trio evidently meant their words totally
seriously, which has been duly reﬂected
in the double-CD album. Serving as a prime
example in this respect is their take on
the Piano Trio in B ﬂat major, Op. 21, B. 51
(1875), which I have never previously heard
performed in a more “Schumannesque”
manner. The musicians must have explored
Dvořák’s parallel works very thoroughly
indeed, as in the tempo-liberal ﬁrst
movement (dissimilar to the common
notion of the prescribed Molto moderato)
one can hear something from the Piano
Quartet in D major, Op. 23, and the String
Serenade in E major, Op. 22. Like a cat
lightly making its way across the keyboard,
softly and slowly starts the second,
nocturne movement, sonically delicate,
almost religious through the straight
tone of the cello and the speciﬁc touch
of the pianist. The Schumann connections
in a sort of feminine sonic garb are audible
in the scherzo, and even though other
performers in their recordings stake on
drive in the ﬁrst and last movements, on
this album gentleness and delicacy prevail
in the piece’s ﬁnale too. My worries about
the overall impression from the complete
album, which I had initially felt when
listening to the Piano Trio in B ﬂat major,
proved to be unjustiﬁed, duly dispelled
by the second track, the Piano Trio in G
minor, Op. 26, B. 56 (1876), particularly
its ﬁrst and fourth movements, amply
demonstrating that the ensemble is
capable of instrumental brilliance, although
they may be more at home in introvert
communication between the three
parts, with the piano being discreetly
backgrounded, than in the homogenous
ensemble sound. The Gould Piano Trio
have mainly counterbalanced the lack
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of spontaneity typical of the majority
of the Czech recordings of the Piano Trio
in G minor by means of a transparent sound
of the strings, primarily the scantily vibrating
cello, and their generally analytical approach
to the interpretation. Although the British
musicians have replaced the dramatic thrust
with a concentrated observation of the inner
content, this may give the listener
the impression of their cautious circling
around the injured soul and its musical
expression. The Gould Piano Trio have
conceived the complete album as a whole,
not a convolute of four independents
recordings, which is best documented by
the Piano Trio in F minor, Op. 65, B 130
(1883). It would seem that the musicians
saved the drama of the older Trio in G minor
for this Dvořák chamber colossus, whose
dynamic gradations in the ﬁrst movement
could have been even more pointed, yet
the ensemble have refused to sacriﬁce to
them permanent gradation twists with bold
sonic climaxes. The well-balanced oscillation
between chamber symphonism and lyricism,
the nervous piano ﬁgures in the second
movement, the even tone of the cello and
the dominant position of the violin have
made of this creation too an intimate
drama replete with secrets. The scherzo
is not crudely straightforward, with its
string ﬁgures piercing into the listener’s
ear like neurotic needles, which in the third
movement are replaced by tender
cantilenas of the strings. By and large,
the performance of the slow movements
is a forte of the album, even though they
are very objective in terms of agogics.
Nothing spectacular is heard in the ﬁnale
of the Trio in F minor either. This approach
may well reﬂect the musicians’ experience
as orchestra players, at least in the case
of the violinist Lucy Gould, a member
of the Chamber Orchestra of Europe. It is
as though the artists were reserving all
the drive and rhythmic charge of Dvořák’s
chamber works for his Piano Trio No. 4,
Dumky. Right away, the account of the ﬁrst
movement, with the splendidly sonorous
piano (the weak point of other recordings),
revealing a sense for rhythmic and agogic
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reviews
details in restrained tempos, bears witness
to the musicians’ profound understanding
of each of the pieces. The Dumky is
delivered with sufﬁcient contrast as regards
rhythm and dynamics, with the artists taking
into account the narrative nature of this
mature chamber work of Dvořák’s. Yet not
even in the Dumky have they abandoned
their analytical approach, rather giving
preference to focusing on the details
of the inspired score than letting themselves
be carried away entirely by its rhythms and
melodies. But why not? This interpretation
will certainly intrigue sophisticated listeners
and connoisseurs of Dvořák’s chamber
oeuvre.
Martin Jemelka

Adam Václav Michna
The Czech Lute
Ensemble Inégal, Adam Viktora.
ARTA Records 2015.

T

he Czech Lute (1653), written by
the great Baroque composer and poet
Adam Michna of Otradovice (1600–1676),
is one of the best-known and most
remarkable works in the entire history
of Czech music and literature alike. Up until
last year, however, this invaluable source
was incomplete, missing the instrumental
parts. Hence, all the previous (numerous)
performances, recordings (CDs – Musica
Bohemica, conductor: Jaroslav Krček, 1991
and 2002; Ritornello, artistic director:
Michael Pospíšil, 1996, etc.) and sheet
music editions (Martin Horyna and Michael
Pospíšil) had reﬂected this condition.
The collection of songs has recently been
partially completed owing to the discovery
of the ﬁrst violin part by Petr Daněk at
the library of the Homeland Museum in Slaný
(see CMQ 2/2015). This ﬁnding, which has
thrilled musicologists both in the Czech
Republic and elsewhere in the world
(it was even written about in The New
York Times!), has shifted our knowledge
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of Michna’s piece a great step forward.
replaced by three violas). The disc’s high
The discovery was promptly responded to
sonic quality is undoubtedly in part the result
by Ensemble Inégal, headed by its artistic
of the sterling work of the recording team,
director, Adam Viktora, who have recorded
headed by the experienced Jaroslav Krček.
a new album containing the brilliantly
The CD has brought us the far-famed
performed completed version of The Czech
Michna’s opus in a novel, yet original beauty!
Lute. The disc features Michna’s wonderful
music in the hitherto purest form imaginable.
Ladislav Kačic
The recently discovered ﬁrst violin part made
it possible to fully reconstruct the ritornellos
(by adding the part of the second violin)
and the instrumental accompaniment to
Lucie Vítková
the voices. The previously missing ritornellos
Chorals
in particular present Michna’s songs in their
original, simple beauty, without various kinds
Radim Hanousek – saxophone,
of “instrumental orgies” (recorders, chamois
Jan Přibil – trumpet, Martin Opršál
horns, kortholts, cornamuses, etc., etc.),
– marimba, Juraj Valenčík – double
based on the employment of the highest
bass, Julia Reidy – guitar, voice,
possible number of instruments, more or
Anton Alfvén – clarinet, voice,
less alien to 17th-century music... Unlike
Neele Hülcker – keyboard, DIY
in the case of the previous recordings,
loudspeaker, Jaroslav Ilski – voice,
Ensemble Inégal give a splendid performance
Evelyn Saylor, Elisabeth Angot –
of the piece in its original Baroque form!
piano, Milan Aleksic,
When listening to the CD, I said to myself:
Don-Myung Kim – synthesizer,
at long last I can hear that which Michna
Rebecca Lane – ﬂute, Marc Sabat
actually composed, music of great beauty.
– viola, Demetre Gamsachurdia –
The original work, replete with outstanding
ideas, magniﬁcent melodies (and texts!),
trumpet, Stella Veloce,
hemiolas and the like, is, of course, far
Aziz Lewandowski – violoncello,
more intriguing than any reconstruction or
Lucie Vítková – voice, accordion,
revision. One of the most interesting aspects
piano, synthesizer.
is the fact that the ritornellos employ many
Recorded: 2015, Berlin, Brno. Released:
more imitations than one would expect,
2015. TT: 40:19. DDD. MP3 download
with the instrumental accompaniments
Signals from Arkaim SFA048.
being overall very lush too. On the present
recording, the Angel Friendship at last no
longer sounds like a sort of march, but like
a totally normal, lovely piece with ritornellos,
ucie Vítková is well on her way to
richly embellished with ornaments, particularly
becoming one of those people from whom
typical of the violinist Lenka Torgersen,
one learns to expect the unexpected, or
as is the case of the majority of the pieces.
rather not to expect anything but deeply
In this interpretational conception, Michna’s
The Czech Lute has acquired a “tinge” of folk investigative work which is aimed squarely
at the act of listening, but which might
music-making, which becomes it very well
lead the listener anywhere. After studying
indeed. The singers on the CD – Gabriela
in Brno, this composer, accordionist and
Eibenová and Daniela Čermáková – form
singer travelled to Berlin to work on her PhD
a matching pair. And Ensemble Inégal are
– based on the social aspects of Christian
so preciously musical that the listener never
Wolff‘s open pieces – with Marc Sabat at
gets bored, even though the entire album
Universität der Künste. Among other things,
is actually made up of music for the same
this disc bears witness to the vibrant and
instrumental setup (with the exception
various musical activities which Vítková
of the 13th track, in which two violins are
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has managed to stir up and submerge into
in both cities. She manages to stick to
her unique line of thought whilst allowing
the concepts to be malleable enough to
be adapted to a variety of contexts. As with
much of Vítková‘s work, the emphasis here is
how we situate ourselves within the listening
experience, and how this changes our
perception of time. In general, we conceive
of time according to two basic spatial
metaphors: in one, time is moving towards us,
as in the expressions ‚the deadline is coming
closer‘ or ‚Christmas will be here before
you know it‘, and in the other, we‘re moving
through time as if through a landscape,
as in phrases like ‚I‘m looking forward to
tomorrow‘, ‚there are tough times ahead‘.
In the first, also called the time-moving
schema, time is seen to move past us while
we remain static, while in the latter, egomoving schema, we are dynamically moving
through static time. In all of the Chorals,
released on the Prague-based Signals
from Arkaim, and available for free online,
Vítková emphatically asserts our movement
through the landscape. The features that all
of the tracks share is a long sung note, rarely
moving, around which – or, more usually,
below which – the rest of the music moves.
This long note gives us an unshakeable
sense of continuity and identification; it is
something we can stop listening to by virtue
of its always being there, always influenced
and inflected by what is going on at the same
time. We might be rightly tempted to see
these long tones as embodied subjectivity,
since they are always sung on an open
vowel, usually by the composer. She herself
has identified it more with a changeless
horizon around which the passing landscape
changes. In any case, the effect is similar:
it grounds our experience of the music
and gives a distanced perspective to
the music, connecting it throughout to our
implicit memory of the note being intoned
repeatedly, and also allowing the music to
speak all the more in those rare moments
where the voice drops out for extended
periods of time. The ‚humanist‘ interpretation
is supported by the spirit of friendship that
permeates this album. As Vítková explains
in the short text which accompanies

the release, most of these pieces were
composed for the people playing them, so
that they could play together. This aspect
is most highlighted – and also connected
with the landscape conception – in Choral
no. 5, a trio for accordion, guitar and
clarinet, in which the three players gradually
relay singing the continuous line, while
the other two play their instrumental
material, so that we hear all the possible
combinations of three people with two
modes of expression. Despite this, the two
solo Chorals (no. 2 and no. 7), in which
Vítková accompanies herself on piano and
a Moog 700 synthesizer, respectively, are
among the strongest pieces on the album.
No. 7 seems at first least coherent with
the concept; the interplay of two single
lines is less amenable to splitting them
into figure and ground; subject and
landscape. But when the more rhythmical
part of the synthesizer drops out about
half-way through the track, the seemingly
simple texture acquires much greater
acoustic depth. Of course, the voice
remains constant throughout this process,
and so the landscape here is much more
privy to sudden discontinuities. No. 2,
which opens the collection, is the piece
which most resembles the chorales we
might be used to, using fairly conventional
means to explore a tone being coloured
by passing harmonies. This piece also has
the fastest sense of movement, though its
linear harmonic implications – in traditional
terms – are often disrupted, interrupted, or
led elsewhere. The end feels somewhat
sudden; we are left hanging, as though
the track under our train had suddenly
disappeared. If anything, this piece could
have been longer and explored these
discontinuities further. While all the Chorals
are of consistent quality, no. 6 stands
out. The interaction of the voice with
the distorting DIY loudspeaker provides
a potent mix of clean and dirty sounds.
This is mirrored in the way the voice often
drops out, leaving the keyboard to contrast
the levels of distortion depending on how
muddy or consonant the chords are, and
also lets us appreciate the low, gritty
difference tones created between it and

the voice. The disc occupies an unusual
space in terms of sound quality. It is by no
means a lo-fi disc in the sense that it would
draw interest to its degradation of sound,
creating a distinctive new artefact. However,
the sound of the recording varies quite
dramatically from one track to the next,
betraying the fact that it was recorded
in different contexts, different rooms,
with different musicians and on different
devices. More than anything, it reminds one
of a kind of sonic diary, detailing not field
recordings, but compositions that become
embodiments of relationships between
certain people. This mosaic-like effect gives
the album a charming warmth, although
the strength of some of the compositions
leaves us hoping that they might be
repeated in a more formal context, and
recorded better; particularly in no. 4, where
the marimba and double bass are masked
by the voice and saxophone. There is
a welcome balance of sonorities throughout
the collection, portraying the various
personalities of the different players and
ensembles – the more rhythmical, jazzoriented Dust in the Groove and UdK based
ensemble of no. 8, the score of which
includes both very precise microtones and
a selection of pitches which the players
are invited to choose from. The recording
sometimes suffers, however, from
the microphone being placed too close to
Vítková, so that her voice tends to dominate
the sound field a little, but this also
means that the static line never becomes
atmospheric; never runs the risk of receding
to the background, but insists on refracting
all the music beneath it. Despite these
minor shortcomings, this outing is
a strong presentation by one of the Czech
Republic‘s hopeful young composers,
representative of a breed that is just
as comfortable as home as abroad, and just
as at home devising and conceptualising
as meeting people and playing music,
recognising that conceptual and perceptual
explorations are never divorced from
the social dimension that music brings us.
Ian Mikyska
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